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Over the last two decades there has been an increased interest in understanding the 

influence of trace boron additions in Ti alloys. These additions refine the prior β grain size in as- 

cast Ti alloys along with increasing their modulus and yield strength due to the precipitation of 

TiB. TiB also acts as a heterogeneous nucleation site for α precipitation and has been shown to 

influence the α phase morphology. B is completely soluble in liquid Ti but has a negligible 

solubility in both body centered cubic β and hexagonal close packed α phases of Ti. Thus, during 

solidification of hypoeutectic B containing alloys, B is rejected from β into the liquid where it 

reacts with Ti to form pristine single crystal whiskers of TiB. Despite a substantial amount of 

reported experimental work on the characterization of TiB precipitates, its formation mechanism 

and influence on α phase precipitation are still not clear. The current work is divided into two 

parts – (i) understanding the mechanism of TiB formation using first principles based density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations and (ii) elucidating how TiB influences the α phase 

morphology and crystallography in titanium alloys using electron microscopy techniques. 

TiB exhibits anisotropic growth morphology with [010] direction as its predominant 

growth direction. A high density of stacking faults has been experimentally observed on the (100) 

plane. The present study, by using DFT based nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations, 

elucidates for the first time that the diffusion of B through TiB is via an interstitial-assisted 

mechanism as opposed to vacancy-assisted mechanism hypothesized in literature. This one 



dimensional interstitial-assisted diffusion results in the anisotropic growth of TiB. In addition, 

the energetics of TiB- α interfaces was calculated to understand the hexagonal cross-section of 

TiB. The intimate mixing of B27 and Bf structures and their co-existence with stacking faults has 

been explained by calculating the interfacial energy of B27/Bf interfaces along with stacking 

fault formation energy. 

The boride precipitates have also been shown to modify the morphology of α phase from 

lath like to more equiaxed like. However, the influence of TiB on the crystallography of α 

precipitation has not been explored in great detail. The present study will clearly demonstrate, for 

the first time, the influence of various alloying elements present in the titanium alloy, on the 

resulting effect of B addition on α morphology and its crystallography in Ti alloys. Thus, the 

influence of B addition on α precipitation in two classes of commercial Ti alloys, i.e. β alloys 

and α + β alloys have been explored. It has been found that TiB nucleated α can either become 

equiaxed by a loss of Burgers orientation relationship (OR) with β or can retain the lath 

morphology in case of alloys containing a combination of Ti, Al and Mo. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

In 1791, Gregor, a clergyman and an amateur mineralogist first discovered titanium as an 

unknown element present in magnetic iron sand in Cornwall (UK). The element was named 

titanium, after the Titans from Greek mythology by Klaproth. Despite its early discovery, it was 

not until the 20th century that Kroll developed a commercially attractive process to extract 

titanium from titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) in Luxemborg. The process came to be known as 

Kroll process and the resulting titanium is known as “titanium sponge” or simply “sponge” 

owing to its sponge like appearance. Since the development of Kroll process, titanium has been 

prized for its combination of attractive properties like high strength to weight ratio and excellent 

corrosion resistance. Increased efforts in titanium alloy development across the world started 

only after the Second World War. Commercial titanium alloys can be broadly classified as β 

alloys and α+β alloys. β alloys find their prominent use in airframes whereas α+β alloys 

dominate as components for aero-engines and orthopedic biomedical implants. These alloys, 

despite their obvious advantages suffer from poor elevated temperature strength and wear 

resistance.  

A number of reinforcements like silicon carbide (SiC), titanium carbide (TiC) etc. have 

been used in the past to overcome these aforementioned issues. However, all of these suffer from 

issues like mismatch in thermal conductivity and chemical instability. There has been an 

increased interest in using titanium monoboride (TiB) as reinforcement by addition of trace 

amounts of boron (B) in the last two decades. TiB has a high elastic modulus and 

thermodynamically and mechanically stable in titanium alloys. Apart from acting as 

reinforcement, TiB also acts as heterogeneous nucleation site for α phase and has been found to 
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influence α phase morphology. However, the mechanism of TiB formation is still a subject of 

speculation and so are its exact effects on the crystallography and morphology of α phase. 

The focus of the present work can be divided into two broad categories. The first part is 

dedicated towards understanding the formation mechanism of TiB. TiB exhibits anisotropic 

growth along [010] direction and develops as pristine single crystal needles in Ti matrix and has 

a hexagonal cross-section with (100), (101) and (101�) planes as the bounding planes. TiB also 

displays a high density of growth faults on (100) plane and reduction in fault spacing to a single 

atomic layer results in interfaces between two different symmetries i.e. B27 and Bf of TiB. These 

features are salient to the growth of TiB irrespective of the processing route chosen to fabricate 

TiB-Ti composites. First principles based density functional theory (DFT) calculations are 

employed to understand the aforementioned growth aspects of TiB in Ti matrix. The 

understanding of growth mechanism of TiB is of vital importance as it can provide insights to 

understand the anisotropy in elastic constants of TiB whereas a sound understanding of 

interfaces is necessary to understand the subsequent role of TiB on α precipitation.  

The second part of the dissertation focuses on classifying the effects of trace B additions 

in governing α phase morphology in a variety of commercial and model titanium alloys by virtue 

of limited solubility of B in titanium along with role of TiB as a heterogeneous nucleation site. 

This aspect of the problem is particularly interesting from an application standpoint since it 

provides insights towards the role of alloy chemistry coupled with the role of B addition in 

governing α phase morphology. A brief section exploring the role of processing route coupled 

with that of B addition is also presented with a focus on Ti-6Al-4V alloy, which is an α+β alloy 

and is still by far the most used for commercial applications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter provides a concise background of titanium and its alloys, and the Ti-B 

system. The first part deals with the fundamental aspects of titanium such as its crystal structure, 

elastic properties and phase diagrams with a note on alloy classification. The second part of this 

chapter focuses on the Ti-B system, wherein the crystallography of the boride phases is 

discussed with emphasis, being on TiB. Further, the effect of trace boron additions on 

microstructure and properties of some common titanium alloys is discussed. 

 

2.2 Literature Review-Basics of Titanium Metallurgy 

2.2.1 Fundamentals of Titanium Metal 

 Titanium is the ninth most abundant element in the earth’s crust and the seventh most 

abundant metal. It belongs to Group 4 transition metal series in the periodic table with an atomic 

number 22 and an atomic mass of 47.867 amu. It has an electronic configuration 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 

3p6 3d2 4s2.  The partially filled d-orbital allows Ti to form substitutional solid solutions with 

other transition metal elements such as vanadium (V), iron (Fe), and molybdenum (Mo) etc. Pure 

Ti has a melting point of 1,668°C and it exhibits two allotropes in its solid phase The allotropes 

are the low temperature hexagonal close packed (HCP) α-Ti and the high temperature body 

centered cubic (BCC) β-Ti. The allotropic transformation from α to β, for pure Ti, occurs at 

882°C and is also known as the β transus temperature. The purity of metal plays a dominant role 

in governing the transformation temperature for the allotropic transformation since the presence 

of interstitial and substitutional elements have a strong influence on the transformation 
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temperature [1-3]. The role of these additional elements on β transus will be discussed in detail 

in the subsequent sections. Ti exhibits five isotopes in its natural form varying from 46Ti to 50Ti, 

with 48Ti being the most abundant isotope [2]. Ti is most abundantly available as ilmenite (FeO-

TiO2) and rutile (TiO2) ores and is always found in compound form owing to its highly reactive 

nature. These ores are converted to titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) by reacting with chlorine gas. 

The TiCl4 is then reduced using magnesium (Mg) at a temperature of about 773-873⁰C in 

presence of an inert gas to obtain Ti, which is commonly known as “titanium sponge” owing to 

its porous and spongy appearance. The sponge is then melted to produce ingots which are further 

machined into billets, bars and sheets etc. Such a complicated route adds to the cost of 

manufacturing and makes titanium an expensive metal. Thus its use is justified in specialty 

applications like aerospace and biomedical applications along with applications dealing with 

corrosive environments such as shafts and riggings in desalination plants. The excellent 

corrosion resistance of titanium arises from the formation of an adherent oxide layer on the 

surface owing to its reactivity with oxygen [3]. 

 

2.2.2. Phases of Titanium 

 Titanium and its alloys can exhibit various phases depending on conditions like alloy 

chemistry, temperature, pressure and thermo-mechanical treatments. The most common phases 

of industrial relevance in these alloys are the HCP α and BCC β phases and will be discussed in 

brief detail as these phases form the basis of the current study. However, titanium and its alloys 

display a whole range of other phases such as the martensite (α’ and α”) and omega (ω) phases, 

the details of which are discussed elsewhere [3].  
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1. Alpha (α): At ambient temperature and pressure, titanium exists as hexagonal close-

packed α phase. It has space group number 194 and has the space group P63/mmc. The lattice 

parameters for this phase are a = 0.295nm and c=0.468nm, thus resulting in a c/a ratio of 1.587 

which is less than the ideal c/a ratio of 1.633 for hexagonal close packed crystals. Figure 2.1 (a) 

shows the hexagonal unit cell of α phase. The hexagonal symmetry displayed by α Ti is 

achieved by placing one Ti atom at the basal position, (0,0,0) and another at (1/3, 2/3, ½) and 

applying the required symmetry operators that form the basis of its space group. The three most 

densely packed planes in α phase are the basal plane, (0002), the three prismatic planes, {101�0}, 

and the six pyramidal planes, {101�1}. The basal plane contains three independently unique close 

packed directions, which are collectively represented as <112�0> and are commonly referred to as 

a1, a2, and a3. The direction perpendicular to the basal plane is referred to as the c-axis and 

represented as [0001] in crystallographic notation. For single crystal α, the elastic modulus 

varies from 145GPa to 100GPa when the stress axis is parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis 

respectively. The shear modulus, on the other hand, varies between 46GPa for a shear stress 

applied in <112�0> direction in (0002) plane, to 34GPa for a shear stress applied in <112�0> 

direction in {101�0} plane [3, 4]. The extent of anisotropy is reduced for polycrystalline materials 

however; the extent of anisotropy is strongly dependent on the nature and intensity of texture. α 

Ti deforms mainly by slip. The slip is observed on (0002), {101�0}, {101�1}, and {112�2} planes. 

When the slip direction is [0001], then it is known as 𝑐𝑐 slip and when the [112�3] direction is 

activated for slip then it is known as 𝑐𝑐 + �⃗�𝑎 slip. The details of the slip systems are discussed 

elsewhere [3]. 

2. Beta (β): Unlike α Ti, as discussed above, β Ti is the high temperature allotrope of 

titanium and exhibits body centered cubic structure. The allotropic transformation from α to β, 
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for pure titanium, occurs at 883°C and this temperature is commonly known as β transus 

temperature. It has a space group number 229 and symmetry Im3�m. This symmetry is obtained 

by placing Ti atoms at (0, 0, 0) and (½, ½, ½) positions in the primitive cell. The body centered 

cubic cell of β Ti is shown in Figure 2.1 (b). β Ti has six close packed planes belonging to the 

{011} family and four close packed directions belonging to <111> family. It is difficult to 

accurately measure the room temperature elastic and shear moduli of pure β Ti owing to its high 

temperature stability. The elastic modulus, however, is measured as a function of composition by 

adding β stabilizers to retain the β phase at room temperature. Based on such observations it was 

found that β phase has lower elastic modulus compared to α phase. The slip systems in β phase 

consist of {110}, {112}, and {123} planes, all with a Burgers vector belonging to the <111> 

family of directions, which is the same as those observed generally in common body centered 

cubic metals [3]. 

 

Figure 2.1 (a) Hexagonal unit cell of α and (b) Body centered cell of β. 
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2.2.3 The β → α Transformation by Nucleation and Diffusional Growth 

 Titanium alloys can transform from body centered cubic β phase to hexagonal close 

packed α phase either by a martensitic transformation or by a diffusion controlled nucleation and 

growth process. The pathway for this β → α transformation is strongly dependent on the cooling 

rate that the alloy is subjected to. Faster cooling rates result in martensitic transformation which 

is a shear transformation and does not involve long range diffusion. The mechanism of 

martensitic transformation is widely discussed in the literature and can be found elsewhere [3]. 

The present work focuses on the diffusion controlled nucleation and growth of α. If a titanium 

alloy is cooled at sufficiently slow rate then α forms as a thick layer at the β grain boundaries. 

This α that develops at the grain boundaries is known as allitriomorph α, which may or may not 

have Burgers orientation relationship (OR) with one of the two β grains. On further cooling or 

isothermal aging, α side plates can grow from allitriomorphs or directly from β grain boundaries 

and into the grain and belong to the same variant of Burgers OR between α and β. These α side 

plates keep growing until they are impinged by α side plates from other grain boundaries that 

belong to a different variant. The phenomenon of α side plates growing from grain boundary α 

allitriomorphs is known as sympathetic nucleation. The side plate α thus nucleated has no 

orientation relationship with the grain boundary α. The α plates are separated by the matrix 

β phase in between. The residual β separating α phase is also referred to as β plates or β ribs. 

Such a structure of alternating α and β plates is known as lamellar structure. As the cooling rates 

increase, the α colony size as well as thickness of individual α plates decreases owing to 

sluggish growth kinetics. Thus the colonies of grain boundary α alone are not enough to cover 

the full β grain. Hence, new colonies start to nucleate at the interface between the tips of grain 
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boundary α and β matrix. In order to minimize the cumulative strains in the matrix, the α 

growing at the tips of grain boundary α tends to grow perpendicular to the variant from which it 

nucleates. Such a growth process results in Widmanstӓtten structure and is more commonly 

referred to as “basket weave structure”. The basket weave microstructure is more common in 

alloys with high concentration of β stabilizing elements for a given cooling rate. The basket 

weave microstructure in high b stabilizer containing alloys is owing to the fact that most β 

stabilizers tend to be slow diffusing elements as well and hence result in sluggish growth kinetics 

[3]. The concept of Burgers orientation relationship is schematically represented in Figure 2.2. 

This orientation relationship between α and β phases was first observed by W.G. Burgers in pure 

zirconium [5]. The orientation relationship is (0002)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//[11�1]β. The broad 

face of the α plates is (1�100) plane and is parallel to (1�12) plane of β. Since there are three 

unique [112�0] directions in α, six (110) planes in β and four [111] directions in β, this 

combination results in a possible 12 variants of α that can nucleate in β. Ideally all the variants 

have an equal probability of getting selected, however only specific variants are selected. The 

concept of variant selection has been discussed in detail by Gey and Humbert [6]. 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of Burgers OR (0001)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//[1�10]β. 
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2.2.4 Titanium Alloy Phase Diagrams 

 The alloying additions are broadly classified as α stabilizers and β stabilizers depending 

on how they influence the β transus compared to the ideal β transus of 882°C for pure titanium. 

The most common α stabilizers are Al, O, N, and C as they raise the β transus temperature with 

their increasing concentrations in titanium. Of the aforementioned elements Al forms a 

substitutional solid solution with both α and β phases of titanium whereas the remaining 

elements are present as interstitial impurities. Al is the most common addition in Ti alloys as it is 

the only commonly available metal that raises the β transus, has large solubility in both α and β 

phases and hardens the α phase by precipitation of ordered DO19 Ti3Al (α2) phase [3, 7]. Figure 

2.3 (a) shows the change in β transus with increasing concentrations of α stabilizer. It can be 

seen that the β transus increases with increasing concentrations of α stabilizer. Unlike α 

stabilizers, β stabilizers reduce the β transus temperature as compared to that of pure titanium. 

The β stabilizers are broadly divided into two categories based on their influence on the titanium 

alloy phase diagram. The first category is known as β isomorphous elements and the second is 

known as β eutectoid forming elements. Fig 2.3 (b) and Fig 2.3 (c) show the phase diagrams for 

β isomorphous and β eutectoid systems respectively. The most commonly used β isomorphous 

elements in titanium alloys are V, Mo, and Nb whereas Fe, Cr, and Si are common β eutectoid 

formers that are used in titanium alloys. Apart from α and β stabilizing elements, there are 

certain elements which, by themselves, do not have a strong influence on the β transus when 

added to pure titanium and are classified as neutral elements. These elements include Zr, Hf, and 

Sn. One such example of the influence of neural elements on the Ti alloy phase diagram is 

schematically represented in Figure 2.3 (d). Many commercial titanium alloys are multi-
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component alloys and can contain a mix of α stabilizers, β stabilizers and neutral elements. 

Thus, it becomes complicated to describe such alloys based on the Ti-M binary systems, where 

M is the alloying element under consideration. The attempt to express a cumulative effect of α 

stabilizing elements in multicomponent titanium alloys was made by Rosenberg, wherein the α 

stabilizing effects of the alloying elements were described in terms of Al equivalency [8]. This 

method is based on the potency of an element to stabilize the α phase with respect to Al as a 

reference frame. Thus, for a multicomponent system the Al equivalency is given by the equation 

that follows: [Al]eq = [Al] + 0.17 [Zr] + 0.33 [Sn] + 10 [O], where the concentrations are in 

weight %. Despite mentioning earlier in this section that Zr and Sn are considered as neutral 

elements, they are treated as α stabilizers owing to the chemical similarity between Zr and Ti and 

the fact that in presence of Al, Sn forms Ti3Sn by substituting Al in the α2 phase. Similar to the 

case of α stabilizing effects, cumulative β stabilizing effects of β stabilizers in a multicomponent 

alloy are expressed in terms of Mo equivalency. The Mo equivalency is expressed as follows: 

[Mo]eq = [Mo] + 0.28 [Nb] + 0.4 [W] + 0.67 [V] +  1.25 [Cr] + 1.25 [Ni] + 1.7 [Mn] + 1.7 [Co] + 

2.5 [Fe]  [8].  

 

Figure 2.3 Effect of alloying elements on Ti alloy phase diagrams. 
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2.3 Literature Review – The Ti-B System 

2.3.1 Ti-B Phase Diagram 

The Ti-B binary phase diagram is shown in Figure 2.4 [9].  

 

Figure 2.4 Ti-B binary phase diagram [9] 

The Ti-B system is unique that B has very limited solubility in both α and β phases with 

the solubility being <0.02 weight% in either phase. Ti and B form three stable compounds i.e. 

TiB, Ti3B4, and TiB2 at 18%, 22% and 30% B concentrations respectively, where all 

compositions are in weight% [10]. Of the three compounds, TiB and Ti3B4 exhibit orthorhombic 

symmetry whereas TiB2 exhibits hexagonal symmetry. The space groups and lattice parameters 

of all three phases are provided in Table 2.1 [11]. The phase diagram exhibits a eutectic reaction 

at 1541°C for a B concentration of 1.64 weight%. The eutectic reaction is given as: L → β + 

TiB. Below 1.64 weight% B i.e. in the hypo-eutectic region, β phase is the first phase to 

nucleate, which on subsequent cooling results in nucleation of eutectic TiB from the super 
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saturated solution. Thus, for the hypo-eutectic B concentrations the reactions involved for 

equilibrium solidification are as follows: 

L → L + β 

L → β + TiBeutectic (1541°C) 

β + TiB → α + TiB (882°C) 

However, non-equilibrium solidification or presence of alloying elements like Al may 

result in the eutectic point shifting to the Ti rich composition on the Ti-B phase diagram [12]. 

Thus, primary TiB precipitates can also form governed by the following reaction: 

L → L + TiBprimary 

L → β +TiBeutectic (1541°C) 

β + TiB → α + TiB (882°C) 

The eutectic borides are typically fine scale borides whereas primary borides exhibit a 

coarse and hollow morphology or plate like morphology as discussed my Hyman et al. and 

Lieberman et al. [13, 14]. The coarse borides are detrimental to the properties whereas a 

homogeneous distribution of fine scale eutectic borides is associated with improvements in 

strength without detrimental effects on ductility. Thus, for practical applications, the typical 

acceptable B concentrations lie in the hypo-eutectic regime at about less than 0.5 weight% B.  

Table 2.1 Chemistry, structure type, space group and lattice parameters of Ti-B compounds. 

Phase Symmetry Lattice Parameters (Å) 

TiB (B27) Pnma a=6.11, b=3.05,c=4.56 

Ti3B4 (D7b) Immm a=3.26, b=13.73, c=3.04 

TiB2 (C32) P6/mmm a=3.03, c=3.23 
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Although, TiB2 has been explored in great detail as reinforcement in multiple alloy 

systems, the importance of TiB as reinforcement in Ti alloys has come to focus only over the last 

two decades [10, 15]. In 1998, Toyota motor company used the first titanium metal matrix 

composite for the intake and exhaust valves [16]. TiB has become the reinforcement of choice 

over other conventional reinforcements like silicon carbide (SiC), owing to its high modulus of 

371GPa and chemical stability in Ti matrix [17, 18]. Along with improving the strength, the use 

of Ti is facilitated by its comparable density with titanium (4.46g/cm3 for TiB compared to 

4.5g/cm3 for Ti) and comparable coefficient of thermal expansion with titanium matrix (8.6*10-

6/C of TiB compared to 9.8*10-6/C for pure Ti) [19]. A comparable density allows for fabricating 

a TiB/Ti composite with a high volume fraction of TiB thereby increasing the strength to weight 

ratio compared to unreinforced Ti [19]. On the other hand, a comparable coefficient of thermal 

expansion results in minimal residual stresses during in-situ processing of TiB/Ti composites 

[19]. Since, the current work focuses on the formation mechanism of TiB and its subsequent 

impact on α phase nucleation in Ti alloys, the subsequent section is dedicated to the 

crystallography of TiB. 

 

2.3.2 Crystallography of TiB 
 

TiB exhibits a complex B27 orthorhombic symmetry with space group Pnma [11]. The 

basic building block for attaining this symmetry is a trigonal prism with six Ti atoms forming the 

basic framework and a B atom occupying the central position of the trigonal prism as shown in 

Figure 2.5 (a). When these trigonal prisms are connected edge on with the rectangular bases 

forming columns along [010] direction, a zigzag chain of B atoms forms along [010]. Such an 

arrangement results in the formation of TiB structure. The arrangement of these trigonal prims is 
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shown in Figure 2.5 (b). In such an arrangement a “B free” pipe is formed which is surrounded 

by four metal ions in a parallelogram shape motif. Each such parallelogram is surrounded by four 

rectangular motifs, again formed by four metal ions but with a B atom in the center. This 

arrangement becomes clear in Figure 2.6 which shows the structure of TiB projected along [010] 

direction. The [010] projection of TiB offers another advantage that it offers a simplified view of 

such a complex crystal symmetry. It can be seen that the TiB structure can be described based on 

alternating rectangular motifs along [100] direction. The stacking sequence can be expressed as 

ABABABAB... and so on as can be seen in Figure 2.6. The crystallography of TiB was first 

presented in great detail by De Graef et al. in 1991 [20]. 

 

Figure 2.5 (a) Trigonal prism, and (b) Arrangement of the prisms to form TiB [17]. 

 

Figure 2.6 TiB structure projected along [010]. 
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2.3.3. TiB – Fabrication and Microstructure 
 

TiB/Ti composites are typically prepared by adding trace amounts of elemental B 

powders (0.1-0.5 weight %) or TiB2 powders to titanium alloy melt. This indirect route for the 

fabrication of TiB/Ti composites is adapted owing the unstable nature of TiB in isolated powder 

form. The reactions for TiB formation using the B and TiB2 powders are as follows:  

Ti + B → TiB 

TiB2 + B → 2TiB 

Both the above reactions are exothermic in nature and their thermodynamics is discussed in 

detail by Aich and Ravi Chandran [21]. The TiB, thus formed is decorated along the β phase 

grain boundaries or in the inter-dendritic regions. Such a distribution of TiB at the prior β grain 

boundaries is detrimental to the alloy properties owing to its brittle nature [22]. In the past 

decade, there has been a focused effort on developing novel fabrication techniques that can result 

in more homogeneous distribution of TiB in the matrix phase, thereby ensuring homogeneity of 

properties. Recent advances in fabrication techniques include hot pressing, spark plasma 

sintering (SPS), self-propagating high temperature synthesis (SHS) and Laser engineered net 

shaping (LENSTM) [17, 21-28]. Various researchers have synthesized TiB using TiB2 powders 

with the aid of the aforementioned techniques. The use of TiB2 powder provides a distinct 

advantage over using elemental B powder by offering a better powder flow for LENSTM and 

comparable powder sizes for sintering processes along with offering better compositional 

control. The TiB synthesized by these novel techniques as well as conventional arc melting has 

been characterized in great detail by various researchers in the past. A common theme that 

emerges that despite the differences in processing routes, TiB is always obtained as pristine 

single crystal needles with anisotropic growth morphology. TiB is characterized by growth along 
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[010] direction with a hexagonal cross section. (100), (101) and (101�) planes form the enclosing 

planes of the hexagonal cross section. Apart from these features, another distinct feature 

associated with the growth of TiB, irrespective of growth media, is the presence of a high density 

of stacking faults on the (100) plane [13, 25, 27-31].  

Various theories have been put forth to explain the growth of TiB with the earliest theory 

being put forth by Heyman et al. in 1989 [13]. They proposed that the fastest growing planes will 

be the ones with an equal atomic stoichiometry of Ti and B atoms as they do not require the long 

range diffusion required by the planes that have alternating layers of Ti and B atoms. The (001) 

and (010) planes have 1:1 stoichiometry of Ti and B atoms whereas (100) planes are non-

stoichiometric. Thus, based on the aforementioned arguments, (001) and (010) are the fastest 

growing planes in TiB. The direction perpendicular to (010) plane i.e. [010] direction is the axis 

of the B chains formed during the stacking of the trigonal prisms and hence will grow the fastest, 

thus making [010] the growth direction. In order to explain the hexagonal cross-section of TiB, 

the periodic bond chain theory was used in conjunction with the arguments based on 

stoichiometry of the planes. The hypothesis put forth was based on two assumptions. The first 

assumption was based on the observed bond lengths that led to the assertion that the bond 

strength of different bonds decreases in the order B-B > B-Ti > Ti-Ti. Thus, Ti planes bounding 

B chains will have a lower interfacial energy with the liquid melt that is rich in Ti. The packing 

density of Ti atoms on different planes decreases in the order (100) > (101) = (101�) > (001). As 

discussed earlier, (001) plane being a stoichiometric plane with 1:1 stoichiometry of Ti and B 

atoms will grow the fastest, thus leaving behind (100), (101), and (101�) planes as the bounding 

planes [13]. In the years that followed, other researchers that studied TiB formed by in-situ 

techniques such as SPS, SHS, and LENSTM conferred to hypotheses put forth by Heyman et al. 
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However, the concept of stacking period was also used in conjunction with the earlier theory to 

explain the anisotropic growth of TiB in [010] direction. The stacking period of (010) plane 

along [010] direction is 3.06Å whereas the stacking period of (001) plane along [001] is 4.55Å. 

A shorter stacking period along [010] facilitates faster stacking of the stoichiometric (010) planes 

as compared to (001) planes, hence resulting in [010] being the growth direction of TiB [32]. 

However, these explanations did not discuss the role of diffusion of B in governing the growth of 

TiB, especially in solid state processing. In 1997, Fan et al. published a comprehensive work 

discussing the kinetics of interfacial reactions at TiBx/Ti interface and the role of B diffusion in 

governing the growth of TiB and TiB2. They reported the activation energy for B diffusion 

through TiB to be 190.4kJ/mol. They explained the anisotropy in TiB growth based on the 

periodic bond chain theory which was discussed earlier in the section. However, they extended 

the concept to explain the role of B diffusion in the anisotropic growth of TiB. They postulated 

that the zigzag B chain along [010] TiB direction provides a low energy pathway for B diffusion 

to reach the TiB/Ti interface, where B reacts with Ti to add another layer of TiB resulting in the 

growth of TiB. Thus, they concluded that the diffusion of B in TiB is effectively one dimensional 

in nature and is via vacancy migration [23]. The one dimensional nature of B diffusion in TiB 

and its role in governing the growth of TiB was later confirmed by Sahay et al. on composites 

containing high volume fraction of TiB [17]. 

Thus far, there is no mention of yet another important characteristic feature of TiB 

growth i.e. the development of growth faults on the (100) TiB planes. The growth faults have 

been explained based on the argument that the lateral growth of TiB can be explained as the 

stacking of (100) planes along [100] direction. A scarcity of B atoms can arise owing to the rapid 

growth rate of TiB which results in formation of faults on the (100) planes. Since these faults are 
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formed during the growth of TiB, these are characterized as intrinsic growth faults. In a recent 

study Feng et al. characterized the displacements necessary to result in the faulted structure and 

how reducing fault spacing results in the formation of a metastable Bf structure of TiB which has 

symmetry Cmcm [30]. The coexistence of metastable Bf phase with B27 phase was first reported 

by De Graef et al. They classified Bf and B27 as rotational twins but mentioned that the 

structures are not translated from one to another by rotational twinning in real systems [11, 20]. 

The work was further explored by Kooi et al. who identified that the B27 structure can form two 

monolayers of Bf structure by a shear of one half of the B27 with respect to the other half by a 

simple translation of 0.5c along [001] B27, where c is 4.56Å [25].  Despite being explored in 

great detail the exact pathway of B diffusion leading to growth of TiB is not clear and exploring 

these pathways forms the first part of the current work. On the other hand, the energetics of 

stacking fault formation and the formation of B27-Bf interfaces are not known. First principles 

based density functional theory (DFT) calculations can provide insights towards the growth 

process of TiB. 

So far, Panda and Ravi Chandran have used DFT calculations on TiB to determine the 

elastic constants of single crystal TiB since the experimentally determined moduli are all 

polycrystalline moduli [10]. The single crystal moduli of TiB could not be determined 

experimentally owing to its unstable nature and hence the difficulty in obtaining pristine single 

crystals of TiB. Apart from the work by Panda and Ravi Chandran, Lu et al. attempted to explain 

the hexagonal cross-section of TiB based on the surface energies for different facets calculated 

using DFT [33]. However, there is very limited work on the formation mechanism and energetics 

of various interfaces that are formed in TiB/Ti system during the growth of TiB. These 

calculations form the core of the next few chapters. 
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2.3.4. Role of Trace B Additions on Microstructure of Ti Alloys 

The effects of trace B additions on influencing the microstructure of Ti alloys can be 

broadly classified as direct and indirect effects.  

One of the direct effects of B in influencing the microstructure of Ti alloys is refinement 

of β grains in as-cast condition. This phenomenon was first reported by Tamirisakandala et al. in 

2005 [34]. They reported the reduction in β grain size by an order of magnitude on addition of 

0.1 weight% B in Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64) and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si (Ti6242) alloys. Beyond 0.1 

weight% B, the β grain size showed a very weak dependence on B concentration for both the 

alloys. Although, the rationale behind the role of trace B additions in β grain refinement in as-

cast condition is not yet well understood, it has been attributed to constitutional supercooling 

resulting from rejection of B ahead of the solidification front from the primary β Ti grains [34]. 

In a recent study in 2010, Roy et al. further explored the effects of trace B additions on Ti-6Al-

4V alloy and reported that trace B additions weaken the solidification texture in the as-cast 

condition [35]. Also, as α phase is Burgers related with the β phase in which it grows, the trace 

B additions also weaken the resulting α phase texture. Apart from reduction in β grain size and 

weakening of solidification, both Tamirisakandala et al. and Roy et al. also reported a reduction 

the length of α laths for B containing Ti-6Al-4V as compared to its non B containing 

counterpart. They explained the reduction in α lath size to the reduction in β grain size due to B 

addition as a smaller β grain means lesser volume for α to grow into and hence the reduction in 

size of α laths [34, 35].   

The indirect effects of B addition on microstructure of titanium alloys can be associated 

with the nucleation of TiB which forms in the liquid supersaturated in B that is rejected during 

solidification due to extremely low solubility of B in β Ti. Typically, metastable β titanium 
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alloys have excellent cold and hot workability and deep hardenability which offers them an edge 

over conventional α + β alloys [36]. However, metastable β alloys are limited by their 

performance at elevated temperature due to rapid grain coarsening resulting from enhanced 

diffusion in the β phase. The grain coarsening can be restricted by Zener pinning by insoluble 

TiB precipitates. In a recent study, Cherukuri et al. explored the effects of TiB precipitates 

resulting from trace B additions on grain growth kinetics in commercial metastable Beta21S 

alloy (Ti-15Mo-2.6Nb-3Al-0.2Si). They reported that adding 0.1 weight% B to the alloy resulted 

in a fine as-cast β grain size as compared to the non B containing counterpart. They also found 

out that the fine as-cast grain size was retained at elevated temperature annealing for Beta21S-

0.1B alloy whereas significant grain coarsening was observed for Beta21S alloy. They also 

reported that grain size for Beta21S shows a strong dependence on annealing temperature and 

time whereas the grain size for Beta21S-0.1B was essentially independent of annealing 

temperature and time. Their findings validated that the role of TiB in restricting grain growth by 

Zener pinning since the experimentally observed grain sizes for Beta21S-0.1B were in close 

agreement with the theoretical grain sizes calculated using the Zener pinning model [37]. 

Apart from restricting β grain growth, TiB has been observed to act as heterogeneous 

nucleation sites for α phase when Ti alloys are cooled to room temperature from above the β 

transus temperature [38, 39]. There has been some effort in understanding the crystallography of 

α nucleation from TiB in various titanium alloys over the last two decades with the earliest 

report dating back to 1989, published by Heyman et al. [13]. Later on more reports were 

published by other researchers on the role of TiB on the crystallography of α phase nucleation in 

TiB/Ti composites synthesized by different techniques such as SPS, SHS, and LENSTM
 [17, 19, 

26, 27, and 40]. It was found that TiB and α display a multitude of orientation relationships 
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(ORs) characterized by a common set of planes between the two phases and a common direction. 

From the numerous reports present in the literature, a prominent feature that emerges is that 

irrespective of the common plane between TiB and α, the two phases always have a shared 

direction that is [010]TiB // <112�0>α. This observation has been explained on the basis that the 

plane spacing for (010)TiB and {112�0}α planes are 1.517Å and 1.475Å respectively, resulting in a 

mismatch of only about 2% [40]. Similarly, attempts have been made to determine the 

crystallographic orientation relationships between TiB and β phase. It had been shown by Ravi 

Chandran et al. that the TiB and β phases are less rigid in terms of the ORs they display even in 

terms of the common direction [19]. Despite an extensive body of work existing in the literature, 

the attempts to relate these ORs with the morphology of α phase are very few. Hill et al. reported 

for the first time that TiB nucleated α appears to exhibit equiaxed morphology as observed in the 

limited field of view in the backscatter scanning electron (BSE) micrographs that give a two 

dimensional projection of the microstructure. These studies were carried out in LENSTM 

processed Ti-6Al-4V alloys with 14 volume% TiB. They discussed the ORs between α/β, α/TiB, 

and β/TiB phases by carrying orientation microscopy (OM) using electron backscatter diffraction 

(EBSD). They found that the equiaxed α maintains OR with TiB and also maintains the Burgers 

OR with β [26]. The presence of Burgers OR between α and β phases is a consequence of the 

formation of semi-coherent interface between α and β as α grows in β matrix as has been 

discussed in great detail by Furuhara et al. [41]. However, equiaxed α as obtained during 

thermomechanical processing develops an incoherent interface with β, that allows it to grow at 

equal rates in all direction, and loses the Burgers OR with β. Thus, a probable explanation for 

equiaxed α, as reported by Hill et al. may be attributed to the high volume fraction of TiB which 
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can act as pinning sites and restrict the lengthening of α, thus resulting in comparable length and 

width which gives the appearance of α being equiaxed. In order to better understand the effect of 

B addition on α morphology, it is thus important to study alloys with low volume fractions of 

TiB. Alloys with low volume fractions of TiB will also help distinguish if there are any 

differences in morphology of α nucleating from TiB as compared to the morphology of α 

nucleating on grain boundaries. Besides it is also important to explore the role of mutual 

orientation relationships between α, β, and TiB phases and if the OR between β and TiB has an 

influence in governing the subsequent α/TiB and α/β ORs. The latter half of the dissertation is 

dedicated to exploring the aforementioned effects in commercial β and α + β alloys along with 

binary and ternary model alloys. A wide variety of alloys systems have been considered to 

understand if alloy chemistry has an influence in governing α phase morphology for alloys 

containing nominally similar amounts of B. 

 

2.3.5 Summarizing Comments 

In the last two decades there have been concentrated efforts in understanding the role of 

trace boron additions in titanium alloys in influencing their microstructure and mechanical 

behavior by virtue of precipitation of TiB. Although numerous attempts have been made to 

characterize TiB in detail, its growth mechanism is still not well understood and so are its 

influence on the crystallography and morphology of α phase precipitation. 

The current work has been dedicated to first understand the growth mechanism of TiB by 

employing first principles based DFT calculations. In the second part, an attempt has been made 

to identify the role of TiB in influencing the crystallography of α phase precipitation and its 

subsequent morphology in a wide variety of alloys. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses, in the first part, the relevant simulation software and methods 

used to carry out first principles based density functional theory (DFT) calculations to 

understand the growth mechanism of TiB. The latter part of the chapter deals with the 

experimental techniques and analytical tools employed for fabrication, heat treatment and 

characterization of the alloys that are considered for the current studies. 

 

3.2 Computational Methods and Tools 

3.2.1 Computational Methods 

3.2.1.1 Density Functional Theory 

In order to understand the interaction between the atoms in a system it is important to 

know their energy and how the energy of individual atoms changes when they are moved relative 

to each other which require knowledge of quantum mechanics. To define the position of an atom 

it is important to know the position of both its nucleus as well as the electrons. In applying 

quantum mechanics to understand many body interactions, an important observation is that the 

mass of the atomic nucleus is very large (≈1800 times) compared to the mass of the electrons. 

This observation directly translates to the fact that the electrons in an atom can respond more 

rapidly to the changes in the surroundings than the nucleus which forms the basis of the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation [1]. Based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the wave 

function Ψ is considered to be independent of the kinetic energy of the ions and is dependent 

only upon the electronic degrees of freedom [2]. However, even with the Born Oppenheimer 
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approximation, solving the many body Schrodinger equation is an extremely tedious task. It is 

difficult to solve the Schrodinger equation for such a case because of the complex nature of 

interactions between electron spins which gives rise to what is referred to as exchange property. 

Electron correlation property is used to describe the influence on an electron resulting from the 

motion of every other electron in the system [1, 2, and 3]. To make the task simpler, instead of 

dealing with wave functions, one deals with the ground state electron densities [4]. This forms 

the basis of density functional theory (DFT) since in DFT the ground state energy of a many 

electron system is considered to be a function of the electron density [1]. The ground state 

energy thus can be attained by the minimization of the electron density. DFT is simplified by the 

Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham theorem that treats a many body electron problem as a single electron 

problem interacting with other electrons via an effective potential [5, 6]. The effective potential 

is considered to be a function of the charge density and thus the name, density functional theory. 

The ground state energy of the system with interacting electrons is obtained by self-consistent 

solutions to Kohn-Sham equation. In order to determine the mutual interactions between the 

electrons, exchange correlation functional is defined. In order to determine the exchange 

correlation energy as a function of charge density, different approximations like localized density 

approximation (LDA), and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) have been used [1, 2, 4]. 

As the name suggests, LDA uses the localized electron density whereas GGA uses the local 

gradient in electron density coupled with the information from localized electron density [1]. 

Two of the most commonly used GGA functionals are Perdew-Wang (PW91) and Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. The GGA approximation with PBE functional is commonly 

used for solids [4]. The current work also uses the GGA-PBE functional for the calculations. In 

order to calculate the energy, different methods can be distinguished based on the potentials they 
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use to define the interactions between electrons and nuclei [3]. Typically, for metals, 

pseudopotentials are used that consider only valence electron interactions [7]. 

 

3.2.1.2 Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) 
 

In order to understand the migration pathways occurring in diffusion related phenomena, 

nudged elastic band (NEB) formulation is used. This formulation enables to find the minimum 

energy pathway (MEP) between an initial and a final state by linear interpolation of images [8]. 

An image basically is the configuration of an atom at an intermediate pathway during diffusion 

from initial to final state. Each image is connected by a spring that applies forces to hold the 

images together like a band. The tangential component of the spring force is considered 

responsible to hold the images together. The perpendicular component, on the other hand is used 

to relax the system for that particular position in order to determine the MEP. In order to use 

NEB to determine MEP, the initial and the final configurations are determined. The number of 

images intermediate to these positions is then defined. The tangential component at an image is 

estimated maintaining equal distance between each image. Once the pathway is determined the 

system is then relaxed at each image, allowing its configuration to reach local minima. The 

system relaxation is carried out for each image which yields the final MEP. 

 

3.2.3 Visualization and Analysis Software Packages 
 

This section provides a brief note about the various software packages that were used to 

analyze the atomistic data generated from VASP calculations. 
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3.2.3.1 Ovito 

Ovito, an open visualization tool for visualization and analysis of atomistic data, 

developed by Alexander Stukowski at Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany, was used 

for visualization and analysis of the lattice structures [9]. The functionality of Ovito was further 

exploited to affine transformations to create interfaces and shear structures. Ovito 1.1.0 was used 

for the current work. 

 

3.2.3.2 Visualization for Electronic and Structural Analysis (VESTA) 

VESTA is an open source program for 3D visualization of atomistic data obtained from 

VASP calculations. Apart from 3D visualization of atomistic data, VESTA was employed for 

bond distance calculations and electronic charge density visualizations. VESTA3, written by 

Momma and Izumi, was used for the current work [10]. 

 

3.2.3.3 Materials Design MedeA® 

MedeA®, a multifunctional software package developed by Materials Design Inc. was 

used to import the crystal structures from the in-built library. The library consists 

crystallographic information of over 500,000 entries from ICSD, Pearson, and Pauling databases, 

all on an accessible centralized server. The software package also has an integrated interactive 

VASP package that was used to write the input files for DFT calculations. 

 

3.3 Processing Tools 

The current section discusses the equipment that was employed to fabricate the alloy 

systems considered for the present study. Along with the fabrication equipment, a brief 
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description about the furnaces and the methodology used for heat treatment of the alloys has 

been provided. 

 

3.3.1 Arc 200 Mini Vacuum Arc Melter 

The Arc 200 Mini Vacuum Arc Melter developed by Arcast Inc. was used to melt the 

alloys. The arc melter was fitted with a button crucible that can melt up to nominally 50 grams of 

metal alloys. The crucible is made of copper and is water cooled to ensure rapid solidification. 

The arc melter uses a consumable tungsten (W) electrode to strike the arc which is used to melt 

the charge. The charge can either be metal powders or metal pellets. Typically pellets are 

preferred as they are less susceptible to be blown away by the plasma arc unlike metal powders 

which may get dispersed due to the plasma arc that can result in weight loss and composition 

changes. The commercial alloys Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-0.5Fe (Ti5553) and Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64) 

were prepared by melting pre-alloyed powders obtained from Alfa Aesar whereas all the model 

alloys were prepared by using titanium sponge and metal pellets for V, Al and Mo, obtained 

from Alfa Aesar. The B containing counterparts were prepared using TiB2 powders. The weight 

of the TiB2 powders was chosen such that the alloys contain nominally 0.5 weight% B. The 

weights were calculated based on the following reaction: TiB2 + Ti → 2TiB. The TiB2 powder 

and Ti sponge was ball milled for an hour to ensure homogeneous mixing before being die-

pressed into green compacts to minimize powder losses during arc melting. The green compacts 

were then loaded with metal pellets into the crucible. The chamber was then pumped to a 

pressure of about 3*10-4torr by using a combination of roughing and turbo-molecular pumps. 

Once the desired pressure is achieved, the chamber is then backfilled with Argon to a pressure of 

approximately 10-1torr to facilitate plasma formation when the arc is struck. The melt pool was 
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convection stirred by the plasma. The chamber was then backfilled with Argon to reach ambient 

pressure and then opened. The alloys were then melted multiple times to ensure homogeneity in 

composition. 

 

3.3.2 Wire Electric Discharge Machine and Diamond Saw 

 A Mitsubishi FX 10 Wire Electric Discharge Machine (EDM) and an Allied High Tech 

Products Inc. Techcut4TM diamond saw were used to cut the arc melted alloys into desired 

dimensions prior to and after subjecting them to heat treatments. The wire EDM cuts the sample 

by passing a high voltage through a thin brass wire that machines the sample with very low 

dimensional tolerances. The whole assembly is submerged in a deionized water tank during 

operation. The sample is then cut by running programs that are written in general and machine 

(G and M) codes for CNC machines. The codes can be modified according to the final geometry 

that is desired. The codes are then simulated on a cathode ray tube (CRT) screen which shows 

how the machine will run. EDM is a robust tool as it allows for cutting samples in any desired 

shapes and can be used for preparing 3mm conventional discs for transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM). On the other hand, when sample size tolerances and sample geometry were 

not a limiting factor, small coupons were cut using a low speed diamond saw.  

 

3.3.3. Heat Treatments 

Coupons of dimensions 5mm*5mm*5mm were cut from the cast ingots. The coupons 

were encapsulated in quartz tubes which were vacuumed and then backfilled with argon gas. The 

argon gas encapsulation was carried out to prevent oxidation of the alloy samples during 

prolonged high temperature annealing treatments. The samples were then subjected to an 
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isothermal homogenization heat treatment above the β transus temperature using a Barnstead 

Thermolyne 48000 Furnace. The homogenization treatments also helped homogenize the 

compositions in single β phase field and dissolved any α phase that might have formed during 

casting. All the alloys were subjected to a homogenization temperature that was 200°C above the 

β transus as calculated from PANDATTM developed by CompuTherm LLC and this temperature 

will be referred to as TH. The homogenization temperatures for different alloys are discussed in 

relevant chapters. The samples were then furnace cooled to a temperature of 600°C and 

isothermally annealed for 20 hours and then subsequently furnace cooled to ambient 

temperature. The samples were annealed for 20 hours to achieve possibly near equilibrium 

microstructures. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the heat treatment curve that was followed 

during the heat treatment. The aforementioned heat treatment was common to all alloys.  

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic showing the heat treatment schedule. 

 

3.4 Characterization Tools 

 The samples processed by the techniques as discussed above were then characterized 

using the tools discussed in the subsequent sub-sections. The annealed samples were cut in half 
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and the cross section was prepared for characterization by conventional metallographic 

techniques. The cross sections were first polished on silicon carbide (SiC) emery paper up to 

1200 grit. The samples were then cloth polished with 0.05µm colloidal silica suspension until 

mirror finish was achieved. Such a sample preparation technique is sufficient for scanning 

electron microscopy but usually falls short for orientation microscopy (OM) studies using 

electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). As EBSD is highly sensitive to surface finish, the 

samples were further polished in a Beuehler VibroMet2 vibratory polisher with 0.05µm colloidal 

silica suspension at low vibration frequencies for 12 hours before carrying out OM studies. The 

subsequent sections provide a brief description of the characterization tools that were employed 

for the current studies. 

 

3.4.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-Ray diffraction studies were carried out in a Rigaku Ultima III diffractometer with a 

Cu-Kα wavelength of 1.5418Å. These studies were carried out for phase identification and 

lattice parameter measurements for various alloys. The XRD system was operated at an 

operating voltage of 40kV and an operating current of 44mA. The data acquisition was carried 

out in a 2θ range of 20°-90° at a step size of 0.01° at a rate of 0.5°/minute. The XRD works on 

the principle of Bragg diffraction which is mathematically represented as nλ = 2dsinθ, where n is 

the order of reflection, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray, d is inter planar spacing of the 

diffracting planes, and θ is the incident angle of the X-rays. In XRD, the first order reflections 

diffract the strongest and result in dominant peaks thus n is equated to 1. The modified equation 

can then be written as λ = 2d sinθ. The observed peak positions follow structure factor 

considerations for constructive and destructive interferences. For example, for body centered 
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cubic system, only the planes that have (h+k+l) to be an even number are observed; h, k, and l 

being the miller indices of the planes under consideration. Similarly the criteria for diffraction in 

face centered cubic systems is when (h, k, l) are either all even or all odd. What this means, as an 

example is that while (112) is a diffracting plane for body centered cubic systems, it is an invalid 

reflection for face centered cubic systems and will not be observed. 

 

3.4.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

FEI Nova 230 Scanning electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) 

was used for metallographic examinations. The SEM was equipped with an Everhardt Thornley 

Secondary Electron detector (ETD), a charged couple detector (CCD) and a detachable solid 

state backscatter electron detector (BSED). The SEM was retrofitted with a SiLi energy 

dispersive detector (EDS) and an EDAX DigiView IV electron back scatter detector (EBSD) for 

facilitating composition analysis and orientation microscopy respectively. EDAX Genesis 

software package was used for composition analysis whereas TSL OIM Data collection software 

was used for EBSD data acquisition. TSL OIM Data Analysis 5.3 was used for analysis of the 

orientation microscopy data. The basic principles of EBSD are discussed in brief in the following 

section. The details of SEM imaging SEM techniques are discussed elsewhere [11]. 

 

3.4.3 Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 

In order to carry out orientation microscopy studies, an EBSD detector was used. The 

details of the detector that was used for the studies discussed in this dissertation were mentioned 

in the previous sub-section. In order to acquire OM data, the sample is tilted at an angle of ≈70° 

with respect to the horizontal and the EBSD detector is then inserted with care being taken that 
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the detector does not hit the stage [12]. Figure 3.2 gives a schematic for this configuration. Once 

the detector is inserted, then a region of interest must be selected and its image recorded on the 

BSE detector.  

 

Figure 3.2  Schematic showing the sample configuration with respect to electron column and 
EBSD detector to record orientation microscopy data [13]. 

 
The TSL OIM Data Collection Software is then turned on where the background noise is 

recorded by keeping the BSE image in live mode at a high raster speed. Care must be taken to 

switch off the signal from the CCD camera before capturing the background since it interferes 

with the signal from the EBSD camera. Once the background is recorded, the SEM control is 

then set to external. At this point, the background subtraction functionality is turned on in the 

Data Collection software to improve the visibility of Kikuchi bands. The Kikuchi bands are 

formed on the EBSD camera as a result of electron diffraction from the sample surface. These 

bands are then evaluated on the basis of their width and spacing in Hough space which then 

matches the data with the reference files for the phases of interest. The phase files can be loaded 

in “bmt” format on the Data Collection software. The phase orientation data that is collected is 

stored in file format with the extension “.osc”. These files are then loaded on the TSL OIM Data 
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Analysis software for further analysis such as grain size measurement, texture measurement and 

pole figure plots to determine orientation relationships between different phases. 

 

3.4.4 Dual Beam Focused Ion Beam Microscope (FIB) 

FEI Nova 200 dual beam focused ion beam microscope (Dual Beam FIB) was employed 

for carried out serial sectioning experiments to determine 3D morphology of a phase in B 

containing alloys. The dual beam FIB contains a field emission electron gun (FEG) column and a 

gallium (Ga) ion beam source at an angle of 52° with the vertical. Such an arrangement of the 

beam columns allows simultaneous milling of the sample while the sample can be viewed live in 

the electron beam image. The microscope is also equipped with an Omniprobe AutoprobeTM 

nano manipulator and gas injection system to deposit platinum (Pt). 

In order to carry out serial sectioning experiments, square coupons of dimensions 

5mm*5mm*0.5mm were cut using wire EDM. These coupons were further thinned using a 1200 

grit SiC paper to a thickness of about 70µm and then subsequently polished with 0.05µm 

colloidal silica to relieve surface stresses. These samples were then loaded in the Nova 200. The 

stage was then tilted to an angle of 52° where Ga ion beam at a voltage of 25kV and current of 

20nA was used to prepare cantilever samples. A schematic of one such cantilever section is 

shown in Figure 3.3. The length and width of the cantilever was typically kept to be around 

50µm by 50µm. The cantilever was then coated with protective Pt coating of about 2µm 

thickness to protect the sample surface and minimize curtaining effects. Curtaining occurs when 

there are two or more phases present in the material that get milled at different rates. This 

difference in milling rates result in striations across the face that is imaged during serial 

sectioning thereby resulting in artifacts during 3D reconstructions. Once the Pt was deposited, 
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then a current of 3nA was used to create slices for serial sectioning. The slice widths were kept 

between 100nm-250nm depending on the size scale microstructural features in the alloy under 

consideration. Once all the parameters were optimized, the propriety Slice and View script was 

used to automatically collect the 3D data in form of image stacks. The image stacks were then 

aligned, cropped and segmented in a MATLAB based software package, MIPAR (Materials 

Image Processing and Automated Reconstruction), developed at the Ohio State University. 

Avizo® Fire software package developed by FEI Visualization Science Group was then used to 

visualize the 3D reconstructions. 

 

Figure 3.3 The cantilever sample that was prepared to carry out serial sectioning experiments. 

 
3.4.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

FEI Tecnai G20 STEM microscope operating at 200kV was used to carry out basic 

diffraction and imaging studies. Conventional 3mm diameter discs were prepared for observation 
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in the TEM. The discs were prepared by cutting a thin slice from the heat treated samples. The 

cut coupon was about 0.5mm in thickness. It was then polished to a thickness of roughly 100µm 

using conventional metallographic methods. A disc was then punched out. The disc was then 

further thinned using a Fischone instruments Model 200 dimpling grinder to a thickness of about 

30-50µm. Once the optimum thickness was achieved, the sample was then ion milled in a 

Fischone Instruments Model 1010 TEM Ion Mill till perforation. The details of sample 

preparation and TEM instrumentation are presented in great detail by Williams and Carter [14]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANISOTROPIC GROWTH OF TiB: INSIGHTS FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES 

CALCULATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

Titanium alloys have been extensively used in the industry for a wide variety of 

applications ranging from aerospace applications to biomedical implant applications [1-3]. The 

increased use of titanium alloys for structural applications has created an obvious demand for 

reinforcements to improve the strength of these alloys. TiC, TiN, SiC, TiB and TiB2 have been 

the most widely reinforcements in these alloys in the past [4]. In the last decade, however, the 

use of TiB as reinforcement has gained momentum owing to its excellent physical and high 

temperature chemical compatibility with titanium and its alloys along with its high strength [5]. 

Along with titanium based alloys, TiB is also used as reinforcement in other titanium containing 

systems such as Cu base bulk metallic glasses, Al matrix composites and ZrB2-SiC brazed joints 

[6-8]. TiB containing composites can either be fabricated by conventional liquid state processing 

like arc melting and laser engineered net shaping (LENSTM) or by solid state processing like hot 

pressing or spark plasma sintering [4, 5, 9-14]. The conventional liquid state processing involves 

adding elemental B powder or TiB2 powder to Ti rich melt. In case of addition of elemental B 

powder, TiB is precipitated by an in situ reaction of B with excess Ti as a result of practically 

negligible solubility of B (<0.02 weight %) in titanium. In solid state processing routes TiB-Ti 

composites are processed in situ by using a blend of TiB2 powders and pre-alloyed titanium 

powders. The chemical reaction TiB2 + Ti → 2TiB is highly exothermic in nature and has a 

slightly negative Gibbs free energy [5]. A common theme that emerges in the processing of Ti-

TiB composites by liquid and solid state processing techniques is that TiB is always obtained as 
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pristine single crystal needles with an anisotropic morphology. The growth direction of TiB, 

irrespective of the processing route, is always [010] as noted by various researchers [12, 14-

19].With such a wide variety of applications, it becomes important to understand the formation 

of defects in TiB along with their role in governing its growth mechanism to be able to tailor it 

according to the applications. Based on the experimental observations, various hypotheses have 

been put forth in order to explain the anisotropic nature of growth of TiB. Before making an 

attempt to understand the growth of TiB, it is important to understand its crystal structure and 

symmetry. Decker and Kasper were the first to establish that TiB has a B27 orthorhombic 

structure (Pnma) similar to FeB structure [20]. The basic building block of this structure is a 

trigonal prism with a frame work of Ti ions with B ions enclosed within. TiB is formed by 

horizontal stacking of these triognal prims in columnar arrays connected only at their edges. This 

arrangement has a zigzag B chain along [010] direction. It should also be noted that the (010) 

and (001) planes have a 1:1 stoichiometry of Ti and B atoms where has the (100) plane has 

alternate layers of Ti and B stacked along [100] direction thus making it a complex structure to 

deal with. Based on this crystallographic information about TiB, Hyman et al. employed the 

periodic bond chain model to explain the growth of TiB in Ti rich melt pool. They postulated 

that [010] direction is the growth direction since it is the direction containing the zigzag chain of 

strong B atoms. Also, the (010) planes perpendicular to this direction have 1:1 stoichiometry thus 

providing sites for attachment of Ti and B atoms on the same plane and have the shortest 

stacking period thus facilitating the fastest growth along [010] [15]. In subsequent studies Fan et 

al. and Panda et al. hypothesized vacancy assisted diffusion of B through bulk TiB as a probable 

growth mechanism for TiB in solid state processed TiB-Ti composites based on experimental 

growth kinetics [5, 21] . The hypothesis that growth of TiB is via vacancy assisted diffusion of B 
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appears counter-intuitive given its small atomic size (85 pm) which indicates towards diffusion 

via interstitial sites. However, it is difficult to exactly pin point the defect specie that governs the 

growth of TiB by experimental methods. Under these circumstances, the application of density 

functional theory (DFT) based first principles calculations becomes inevitable. Very limited 

work has been carried out on TiB using first principles calculations sparing that of Panda and 

Chandran [22] who calculated the single crystal moduli of TiB and explored the nature of 

chemical bonding in TiB to explain the anisotropy in elastic moduli values. However, the nature 

of defects that form in TiB and their role in its growth has not been documented yet, to the best 

of the author’s knowledge. The current study presents the defect formation energy for various 

defects that can be possible in the system. The energy barriers for migration of B via vacancy 

and interstitial sites were also calculated and are presented in order to better understand the 

underlying mechanism for B diffusion contributing to TiB growth. 

 

4.2 Simulation Methods 

Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) employing the projected augmented plane 

wave (PAW) [23, 24] method was used for the first principles calculations in this study. 

Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 

parameterization was used to describe the electron exchange and correlation. Since TiB is an 

intermetallic compound, Methfessel-Paxton smearing with a smearing width of 0.2eV was used 

to account for partial occupancies in the Brillouin zone. The plane wave cut-off energy and k-

point mesh used for a single unit cell were 500eV and 3x5x3 respectively.  The calculated lattice 

parameters for TiB using the aforementioned methodology, a = 6.118Å, b = 3.055Å and c = 

4.567Å compare well with the experimental values of a = 6.12 ± 0.01 Å, b = 3.06± 0.01 Å and c 
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= 4.55 ± 0.01 Å [3]. The calculated modulus value of 443 GPa is in close agreement with that 

reported in the literature (427.5 GPa) [22]. For calculating the defect formation and migration 

energy barriers, a 2a x 2b x 2c supercell containing 64 atoms was constructed and a k-point mesh 

of size 3x5x3 was used. The convergence threshold for the total energy was 1x10-5 eV and the 

atom positions were relaxed until the forces on atoms were less 0.05 eV/atom. Diffusivity (D) of 

B atoms has an Arrhenius dependence which is given by  

                                                D = D0exp(-Q/kbT) = D0exp(-(Ef+Em)/kbT)                                   

where D0 is the pre-factor, Q is the activation energy for diffusion which is the sum of defect 

formation(Ef) and migration (Em) energies, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the 

temperature. The migration energy (Em) determines the diffusion of a defect in a material. Em, in 

the current case was calculated using nudged elastic band (NEB) implemented in VASP [25]. 

NEB works by interpolation of atomic positions for a set number of images between the initial 

and the final states of the system. Each image is connected by an elastic band and the images are 

relaxed till a threshold force is achieved for each image to achieve the transition state. Once the 

transition state is determined, Em, is then calculated as the energy difference between the initial 

and the transition states. For the current work, five to nine images were used for NEB, depending 

on the migration distances involved. The force threshold for each image was 10-2 eV/ Å. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Point Defect Formation Energy 

Point defects play a vital role in governing diffusion in materials. Thus, it becomes 

important to quantify defect formation energies to gain insights towards the possible operating 

diffusion mechanisms. The point defect formation energies in the present study have been 
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calculated using the Wagner – Schottky formulation [26]. The formulations used for calculating 

B vacancy, B interstitial and B anti-site defect energies for a 64 atom cell are presented in the 

following equations:  

                                             VB = E(Ti32B31) – E(Ti32B32) + µB                                                                              

                                              IB = E(Ti32B33) – E(Ti32B32) – µB                                                                               

                                          BTi = E(Ti31B33) – E(Ti32B32) – µB + µTi                                               

It needs to be noted that all the point defects under consideration destroy the stoichiometry of the 

system and thus there is a need to introduce the chemical potentials of the elements, the presence 

of which would otherwise have maintained the stoichiometry of the system. The reference 

chemical potentials used are for hexagonal closed packed titanium and rhombohedral boron. 

Similar formulations were used for defects involving Ti atoms. Table 4.1 summarizes the defect 

formation energy values for the possible defects in TiB.  

Table 4.1 Defect formation energy for various possible defects in TiB. 

Defect  Formation energy (eV/defect) 

B Interstitial (Tetragonal Site) 1.93 

B Interstitial (Trigonal Site) 1.78 

B Vacancy 3.31 

B Anti-site 4.00 

Ti Vacancy 4.98 

Ti Anti-site 5.27 

 

A glance at the table reveals two interesting observations; the first one being that there 

are two different values reported for formation energy of B interstitial. The values differ only 

slightly but the two types of interstitials are different by nature; one being a trigonal site where as 
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the other one being a tetrahedral site in terms of their coordination with neighboring Ti atoms. 

These sites will be discussed in a subsequent section. The second observation that emerges is that 

formation energy of B interstitial is lower compared to other defects in the system and is 

followed by B vacancy at 3.311 eV. The fact that interstitial formation energy is significantly 

lower than B vacancy formation energy is quite striking and may have implications in governing 

the diffusion behavior of B through the lattice. Equipped with the knowledge regarding the 

formation energy of various defects and past experimental work on possible TiB growth 

mechanisms, NEB calculations were carried out to determine the pathways for vacancy and 

interstitial assisted migration pathways for B diffusion in TiB.  

 

4.3.2 Mechanisms for Diffusion of B in TiB 

Possible mechanisms of B diffusion through TiB have been presented in the current 

section to gain insights towards the growth of TiB. Ti diffusion has not been considered since 

TiB forms in situ in a Ti rich environment and diffusion of B at the TiB/Ti interface is the rate 

limiting step as shown in an earlier work by Fan et al. [21]. That leaves three species of point 

defects that can contribute towards B diffusion i.e. vacancy, interstitial and anti-site defects. 

However, based on the point defect formation energies it can be observed that point defect 

formation energy for B anti site is quite high at 4.00 eV as compared to B interstitial and vacancy 

formation energies at 1.9 eV and 3.31 eV respectively. Besides, the migration of B via anti-site 

defects require for a vacancy in the Ti site which further adds to the energy expenditure of 

forming an anti-site defect. Thus, only the vacancy and interstitial assisted diffusion mechanisms 

were considered and presented in subsequent sections. 
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4.3.3 Vacancy Assisted Mechanism for B Diffusion 

TiB is an asymmetric crystal with an orthorhombic symmetry as discussed earlier and 

literature also indicates towards the one dimensional nature of diffusion in this system [21]. Thus 

it was suspected that the migration barriers will have a degree of anisotropy associated with 

them. The barriers for B diffusion assisted by vacancy migration were calculated for the three 

principal directions namely [100], [010] and [001] based on hypotheses presented in previous 

experimental studies [15]. Figure 4.1 shows the multiple jump pathways that were considered for 

understanding the vacancy assisted migration of B.   

 
Figure 4.1 Various direct and indirect jump pathways that were considered for vacancy-assisted 
migration of B. 

 
Based on the schematic it can be seen that a B atom can diffuse along [100] direction by either a 

direct jump from site 1 to site 3 or can jump via an intermediate site 2 with the pathway then 
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becoming site 1→site 2→site3.  The B atom can move from site 1 to site 2 by a displacement of 

d1[100] = 0.5a+0.3c and then back to site 3 from site 2 by a displacement of d2[100] = 0.5a-

0.3c, hence completing a full displacement along [100]. Similarly direct and indirect jumps were 

calculated for [010] and [001] directions. For the [010] direction the partial jumps can be 

represented with displacements d1[010] = -0.06a+0.5b+0.2c and d2[010] = 0.06a+0.5b-0.2c. 

Similarly the partial displacements along [001] can be quantified as d1[001] = 0.43a+0.5b+0.5c 

and d2[001] = -0.43a-0.5b+0.5c. The direct jumps on the other hand are of the magnitude of the 

lattice parameters in each direction i.e. |a|[100], |b|[010] and |c|[001]. The energy barriers for 

direct and indirect jumps along all three directions are presented in Table4.2 and are graphically 

represented in Figure 4.2.    

Table 4.2 Barriers for B diffusion via vacancy migration for different pathways. 

Type of Jump Migration barrier (eV) 

Direct Jump along [100] 6.42 

Partial Jump along [100] 6.22 

Direct Jump along [010] 4.10 

Partial Jump along [010] 1.47 

Direct Jump along [001] 5.97 

Partial Jump along [001]  6.22 

 

From Figure 4.2 it is evident that a two-step jump along [010] has the lowest barrier to B 

diffusion and is only followed by a direct jump along the [010] direction which is about 2.8 times 

larger than the two-step jump as discussed above. The barriers along the other two directions are 

at least 4 times larger than the barrier for indirect jump along [010]. These observations 
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corroborate well with the one dimensional nature of diffusion of B in TiB as observed 

experimentally [21]. 

 

Figure 4.2 Barriers for vacancy assisted diffusion of B by different pathways. 

 
The barriers for the partial jump along [100] and [001] are same and overlap on the plot 

and hence are not shown. The reason for such an overlap may be due to the fact that they share a 

common intermediate position and have the same bonding environment to pass through. The 

activation energy, which is the sum of defect formation and migration energies, 4.811 eV/atom 

(461kJ/mol) and is significantly higher than the experimentally reported value of 2.08 eV 

(197.04kJ/mol) [21]. These differences, in light of the fact that the interstitial defect formation 

energy for this system is intriguingly lower compared to other defects, highlight the importance 
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of exploring interstitial mediated diffusion mechanism of B in TiB. The results are discussed in 

the subsequent section. 

 

4.3.4 Interstitial Assisted Mechanism for B Diffusion 

There is little available literature on energy barriers for diffusion via interstitial assisted 

migration using DFT and this is attributed to typically high formation energy of self-interstitial 

defects in most systems.  However, as discussed earlier, TiB has the lowest formation energy for 

B interstitial. Hence it becomes important to explore the mechanism of B diffusion via interstitial 

sites. As can be seen from Figure 4.3 (a, and b) show the trigonal and tetrahedral sites marked 

with a brown atom. The trigonal sites are the ones with smaller radius. Thus there are two 

possible pathways for diffusion along [010]. One of the pathways is a direct jump from one 

tetrahedral site to another and the other being two smaller jumps mediated by the trigonal site.. 

From the plot in Figure 4.4 it can be seen that both the jumps are essentially the same. The 

reason that the trigonal mediated pathway has a negative barrier is because of the volume 

relaxation that was carried out for that configuration. On the other hand there was no volume 

relaxation in a direct tetrahedral jump. Thus, even during a direct tetrahedral site jump the B 

atom encounters a metastable site which is essentially the trigonal site in relaxed configuration. 

For a direct jump from one tetrahedral site to another, the barrier to overcome the metastable site 

is just 0.65 eV. The overall barrier is 0.78 eV for the direct jump from one tetrahedral site to 

another. The maximum activation energy for diffusion is 2.71 eV (260.16kJ/mol) and is in close 

agreement with that observed experimentally (197.04kJ/mol) [21]. Thus, it can be observed that 

the mechanism for diffusion of B leading to growth of TiB is assisted by interstitial migration as 

compared to vacancy migration as was hypothesized in earlier studies based on experimental 
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observations. Also, based on the plots it would be expected that diffusion from one trigonal site 

to another trigonal site might yield in lower migration barriers compared to the direct jump 

between two tetrahedral sites as discussed above. 

 
Figure 4.3 (a) An atom in the trigonal interstitial site, and (b) In the tetrahedral site. 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Migration barriers for the two jump pathways for interstitial diffusion of B atom. 
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4.4 Summary 

First principles calculations were used to calculate formation energy for various possible 

point defects in TiB. It was found that formation energy for B interstitial is significantly lower 

compared to that of B vacancy and other defects. This result is quite intriguing since typically 

self-interstitial formation energy is higher in most material systems. Besides, the system exhibits 

two distinct interstitial sites i.e. trigonal sites and tetrahedral sites. These sites being lower 

energy sites were suspected to provide low energy pathways for diffusion of B atoms through 

bulk TiB to reach the TiB/Ti interface to facilitate the growth of TiB. The NEB calculations 

show that the activation energy for migration by vacancy assisted diffusion is 461kJ/mol which 

is significantly higher than 200kJ/mol reported in literature. However, diffusion via interstitial 

sites results in activation energy of 260kJ/mol which is quite close to the experimentally reported 

value. Thus, the studies presented demonstrate that diffusion via interstitials is a more dominant 

diffusion mechanism as compared to vacancy diffusion as hypothesized from experimental 

observations. The migration barriers for vacancy assisted diffusion in different directions, on the 

other hand, provide insights towards the anisotropic nature of diffusion in TiB. These 

observations may contribute towards understanding the growth mechanisms of other transition 

metal borides with similar crystal structures. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ENERGETICS OF PLANAR DEFECTS FORMATION IN TiB 

5.1 Introduction 

TiB has gained significant research interest as reinforcement in titanium alloys owing to 

its excellent strength, comparable density with titanium (4.5g/cm3 for Ti compared to 4.46g/cm3 

for TiB) and high temperature chemical stability in titanium matrix [1-7]. Apart from improving 

the strength of titanium alloys, TiB has been also shown to restrict grain growth of BCC β phase 

during hot working of titanium alloys [1,5,8-12]. TiB has been shown to act as a heterogeneous 

nucleation site for HCP α phase during cooling from β phase field and influence the morphology 

of α phase which is widely discussed in literature [5,8-11,13-17]. TiB-Ti composites are 

conventionally fabricated by adding elemental B powder or TiB2 powder to Ti alloys during arc 

melting [18,19]. However, this results in preferential distribution of TiB along prior β grain 

boundaries which can be deleterious to the properties [18,20,21]. Recent developments involve 

in-situ fabrication techniques such as Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENSTM), hot pressing and 

spark plasma sintering; allow a more homogenous distribution of TiB in the matrix phase 

[13,20,22-26]. Various researchers have characterized the microstructure of TiB fabricated by 

different processing routes. It is consistently reported that TiB always crystallizes in a hexagonal 

cross section with (100), (101) and (101) planes as the bounding planes with (100) plane being 

the plane with the largest area along with a high density of faults on (100) plane [7,18,21-23,26-

29]. Such a cross section has been qualitatively explained based on the stoichiometry of Ti and B 

on the planes under consideration or on the basis of surface energy which are incomplete since 

interfacial energy must be taken into account as TiB nucleates and grows in the matrix phase 

[18,21]. On the other hand, the fault formation has been attributed to the high growth rates 
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resulting from B diffusion during the growth of TiB. Since these faults result from a scarcity of B 

atoms during the growth of TiB, these are classified as intrinsic faults [21]. Recently Feng et al 

characterized these intrinsic growth faults in TiB in detail [30]. De. Graef et al were the first to 

report the presence of meta-stable Bf boride phase with Cmcm structure in conjunction with the 

B27 boride phase with Pnma structure. Bf is observed as a few monolayers sandwiched between 

two B27 layers or vice-versa. It was reported that the Bf and B27 structures have a fully coherent 

structure [31]. The work was further explored by Kooi et al in laser clad TiB-Ti composite 

coatings [28]. Despite the prior mentioned observations on growth defects and interfaces in TiB, 

there is no quantitative description of the energetic of these phenomena. In the current chapter, 

for the first time, the interfacial energy considerations and their comparison with surface energy 

arguments to explain the growth morphology of TiB in Ti matrix has been presented. The 

stacking fault formation energy and the interfacial energy for the Bf-B27 structures are calculated 

to explain the presence of high density of growth faults on B27 TiB and its co-existence with the 

Bf structure respectively.  

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Experimental 

A binary Ti-10 weight% V alloy with a nominally 0.5 weight% B was melted by 

conventional vacuum arc melting using an Arcast Arc200 Mini Vacuum Arc Melter. A small 

coupon was then cut out from the as-cast ingot. The coupon was then encapsulated in a quartz 

tube back filled with argon gas before subjecting it to annealing treatment. The sample was β 

solutionized at 1000°C for one hour followed by furnace cooling to 600°C where it was 

isothermally annealed for 20 hours before being cooled to room temperature. Conventional 3mm 
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discs were then prepared for transmission electron microscopy. Bright field imaging on the TiB 

phase was carried out using a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 STEM microscope. 

 

5.2.2. Computational Methods 

First principles calculations were carried out using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package 

(VASP) employing a projected augmented plane wave method [32]. Generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) using Perdew-Burke-Erzenhrof (PBE) parameterization was employed for 

electron correlation function. Mathfessel-Paxton integration scheme with a smearing width of 

0.2eV was used to describe partial occupancies in Brillouin zone. The plane wave cut off energy 

was 500eV and Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh of 3×5×3 was used for B27 and Bf symmetries of TiB 

single crystals. The atom positions were relaxed to a force of less than 0.02 eV/Ang. The same 

parameters were used to determine relaxed energy value for α Ti single crystal. The calculated 

lattice parameters for TiB B27, TiB Bf and α – Ti are compared with the experimentally 

determined lattice parameters in Table 5.1. It can be seen that the calculated values are quite 

accurate when compared with experimental values. The energy cut off and k-mesh for the free 

surface energy and interfacial energy calculations was 500eV and 1×5×3 respectively. The 

interface structures employed for the current study are discussed in detail in subsequent sections.  

Table 5.1 Calculated lattice parameters for B27 TiB, Bf TiB, and α-Ti. 

Phase Symmetry Calculated Lattice Parameters 
(Å) 

Experimental Values of 
Lattice Parameters (Å) [31, 

36] 
TiB B27 (Pnma) a=6.118, b=3.055, c=4.567 a=6.12, b=3.06, c=4.55 
TiB Bf (Cmcm) a=3.286, b=8.487, c=3.055 a=3.23, b=8.56, c=3.05 

α – Ti (P63/mmc) a=2.937 ,c=4.659 a=2.95, c=4.68 
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5.3 Results and Discussions 

TiB, in a pure Ti-B binary system, for hypoeutectic B content forms by the reaction l + β 

→β + TiB whereas, for hypereutectic systems it forms in the liquid phase as primary TiB needles 

[7]. In either case, on further cooling it exists as pristine single crystal needles in α phase matrix. 

Earlier studies have demonstrated that TiB grows along [010] direction and has a hexagonal 

cross section with (100), (101) and (101) planes as the bounding planes and has a high density of 

stacking faults [18,20,26,28,30]. The growth mechanism of TiB is still not well understood as 

hypotheses vary from periodic bond chain model to vacancy assisted diffusion of B through TiB 

[18,30,33,34]. The TiB-α interfaces, stacking faults and the Bf structures in TiB are 

experimentally well characterized [26,28,30,31]. The subsequent sections discuss the energetics 

of the TiB-α and B27-Bf interfaces along with the stacking faults inherently present in B27 TiB. 

 

5.3.1 Hexagonal Cross Section of TiB in Ti Matrix 

Fig. 5.1 (a) presents a bright field image showing the hexagonal cross-section of a TiB 

precipitate. It can be clearly seen that the facets are indexed as (100), (101) and (101) planes. 

What is more remarkable is that the (100) facet is considerably longer than the (101) type facets. 

Equally remarkable is the fact that the (100) interface with α Ti is perfectly sharp and flat 

whereas the (101) and (101) interfaces have steps is seen in Figure 5.1 (b).  

Previously, attempts have been made to explain this observation on the basis of growth 

rates of different planes based on the differences in stoichiometry of Ti and B atoms on each 

plane and differences in stacking periods in different directions [18,26]. Apart from it surface 

energy arguments have also been used to explain the hexagonal cross section of TiB [35]. 
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Figure 5.1 (a) Hexagonal cross section of TiB, and (b) Stepped nature of the (101) interface 
between TiB and α Ti. 
 
 

Thus, it was first assumed that surface energy effects dominate the formation of the 

hexagonal cross section of TiB. In order to calculate the surface energy, slabs were created along 

the direction for the concerned plane and vacuum gap was introduced to prevent surfaces from 

interacting with one another. Different surfaces were created using Materials Design MedeATM 

software package. Most of the surfaces need to be terminated in Ti atoms in order to maintain the 

stoichiometry of the crystal with the only exception of the (100) TiB surface which can either be 

terminated in Ti or B atoms, owing to the lack of stoichiometry on (100) plane as discussed by 

Hyman et al. [18]. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the (100) surface terminated in Ti whereas Figure 5.2 (b) 

shows the stoichiometric (001) surface. A vacuum gap of 10 Ǻ was kept on either side of the 

surfaces to prevent them from interacting with each other. The system was allowed to undergo 

full relaxation including ionic rearrangements allowing for surface reconstructions. A 1x5x3 k-

point grid was used for calculations. The system was converged for varying number of surface 

layers and the vacuum gap. The surface energy (γ) is given by 

γ = {E – (N*µTiB)}/ (2*A) 

where E is the VASP energy of the system, N is the number of TiB pairs, µTiB is the reference 
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energy of one TiB pair and A is the surface area. Table 5.2 presents the surface energy values for 

free surfaces in vacuum for the basic planes of TiB. Based on the energy values reported it can 

be seen that the (101) type surfaces have the lowest surface energy followed by (001), (010) and 

(100) surfaces in the order of increasing surface energies. Since [010] is the growth direction the 

(001) plane will grow the fastest followed by (001) planes owing to the 1:1 stoichiometry of Ti 

and B atoms on (001) plane. Thus, (100), (101) and (101) planes will be left as the bounding 

planes. However, the surface energy values indicate that (100) plane should have a smaller area 

owing to its greater surface energy. At this juncture, it is important to point out that the (100) 

plane can either terminate in a Ti or a B atom to preserve its stoichiometry unlike other planes 

which always terminate in Ti atoms to preserve the stoichiometry. It can be observed that the 

free surface energy for a (100) plane is lower when it terminates in Ti. This observation is in 

accordance with the hypothesis put forth by Heyman et al that in a liquid melt the Ti chains of 

TiB crystal are exposed to the liquid melt owing to a possibly lower interfacial energy [18].  

 

 
Figure 5.2 showing (a) Ti terminated (100) surface of TiB, and (b) the stoichiometric (001) 
surface of TiB. 

Table 5.2  Free surface energies for different planes of TiB. 
Plane Surface Energy (J/m2) Termination Atom 
(100) 4.43 B 
(100) 3.52 Ti 
(010) 3.14 Ti 
(001) 2.93 Ti 
(101) 2.83 Ti 
(101�) 2.83 Ti 
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Although, the free surface energy values are able to explain some of the earlier 

hypotheses, they do not provide the complete picture and may result in a misleading picture of 

the planar areas in TiB cross section. Since, the experimental observations are made for TiB 

embedded in α - Ti and β – Ti matrices; it is inevitable that interfacial energy has a dominant 

role in governing the cross section areas. To understand the role of interfacial energy, (100) TiB 

// (1010) α, and (101) TiB // (1010) α interfaces in accordance with the orientation relationships 

between the two phases discussed in previous works were simulated [13,15]. The interfaces for 

TiB with β − Ti were not simulated due to difficulty in stabilizing β − Ti phase at 0K. Figures 

5.3 (a), and (b) show the simulation cells for (100) and (101) TiB interfaces with (1010) α 

respectively.  

 
Figure 5.3 (a) (100)TiB//(101�0)α, and (b) (101)TiB//(101�0)α interfaces projected along 
[010]TiB//[112�0]α. 

 

The simulation cells consist of 46 atoms of α Ti and 49 Ti-B pairs for the (100) TiB // 

(1010) α interface. For the (101) TiB // (1010) α interface the simulation cell consisted of 20 
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atoms of α Ti and 32 Ti-B pairs. The cells were allowed to undergo complete structural 

relaxation.  

The cut-off threshold for energy convergence was kept at 1×10-5eV and the atom 

positions were relaxed till the force per atom was less than 0.02eV/ Å. The (100) TiB // (1010) α 

interface was periodic in all directions whereas the (101) // (1010) α interface was periodic in y 

and z but not along x. Hence, the (101) TiB // (1010) α interface terminates in free surface and 

the free surface energies need to be accounted for. The interfacial energy for the periodic (100) 

TiB // (1010) α interface was calculated as  

σ = {EInterface – (NTi*µTi) – (NTiB*µTiB)}/ (2*A) (1) 

Where, NTi is the number of α Ti atoms, NTiB is the number of TiB pairs in the structure, µTi is 

the reference energy of α Ti, µTiB is the reference energy for one TiB pair and A is the interfacial 

area. The factor of 2 in the denominator is to compensate for the periodic boundary condition 

involved in the interfacial structure.  The interfacial energy for the non-periodic (101) TiB // 

(1010) α interface was calculated using the following equation which takes into account the 

surface energies for (101) TiB and (1010) α surfaces. The energy is given by 

σ = {EInterface – γTi – γTiB - (NTi*µTi) – (NTiB*µTiB)}/ (2*A) (2) 

Where, γTi and γTiB represent the surface energy of (101) TiB and (1010) α surfaces respectively 

and all other terms have the same meaning as discussed above. The interfacial energies thus, 

calculated for the two interfaces are presented in Table 5.3. It can be clearly seen that the 

interfacial energy for the (101) TiB // (1010) α interface is about three times that of the (100) 

TiB // (1010) α interface. This clearly explains the larger area of the (100) facet in TiB as 

compared to the other two facets hence explaining the irregular hexagonal cross section of TiB. 
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Thus it is indisputable that the interfacial energy argument supplements the surface energy 

argument to present a more realistic model of the cross sectional morphology of TiB observed in 

TiB/Ti composites. 

Table 5.3 Calculated interfacial energies for different TiB-α interfaces. 

Interface Planes Energy (mJ/m2) 
(100)TiB // (101�0)α 160 
(101)TiB // (101�0)α 478 

 

 
5.3.2 Stacking Faults and Origin of Bf Structure 

TiB is known to have a high density of stacking faults on (100) plane owing to its 

extremely rapid growth resulting from B diffusion. A high density of stacking faults on (100) 

plane can be seen in Fig 5.1 (b). The presence of stacking faults in TiB was first reported by De. 

Graef et al [31]. Subsequently a great detail of work was carried out on these structures by Kooi 

et al and other researchers [22, 26, and 28]. In a recent work Feng et al have characterized the 

stacking faults in TiB in detail [30]. They have presented experimentally that stacking fault 

formation on (100) TiB plane is similar case to that of a partial dislocation. They also quantified 

the translations necessary to form stacking faults as 0.5a+0.254c. To better understand the nature 

of fault formation and its subsequent impact on the formation of Bf structure it is important to 

understand the crystallography of these two structures. Fig 5.4 shows the motif of perfect crystal 

of B27 TiB projected along [010] direction. It can be seen that along [100] direction, Ti atoms 

can be joined by alternating rectangular and parallelogram motifs with the rectangular motifs 

containing B atoms lying on ¼ and ¾ positions. It needs to be pointed out that the orientation of 

the rectangular motif changes along with those of the B atoms in adjacent layers. Thus, along 

[100] direction the structure can be described to have a sacking sequence of ABABAB… type 
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based on the orientation of B atoms. B atoms serve as a simple reference frame to understand the 

stacking sequence in such a complicated structure. 

 
Figure 5.4 Perfect B27 TiB motif projected along [010]. 

 
Fig 5.5, on the other hand, shows Bf TiB projected along [001] direction. It can be seen 

that again rectangular motifs can be constructed by joining the Ti atom framework around the B 

atoms and parallelogram shape motifs can be constructed by joining the B-free Ti atom 

framework. The stacking sequence for a perfect Bf structure can be described as ABABA… and 

so on along its [010] direction. However, the basic difference between the motifs for B27 and Bf 

structures is the arrangements of rectangular and parallelogram motifs. In B27, the rectangular 

motifs are arranged in a zigzag manner along [100] direction whereas these motifs are arranged 

as a continuous chain along [100] direction and as alternate layers along [010] direction as can be 

seen from Figure 5.4 & Figure 5.5 respectively.  
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Figure 5.5 Motif of the Bf structure projected along [001] direction. 

 
The growth of B27 TiB in [100] is by the stacking of (100) planes due to diffusion of B 

atoms. Thus only a slight change in the arrangement of B atoms during the growth process is 

enough to create a stacking fault on the (100) plane [28].  The motif in Fig 5.6 shows that the 

stacking sequence of B27 TiB along [100] changes to ABABAABAB… to result in a faulted 

structure. However if the spacing between the stacking faults reduce to a monolayer then it 

results in Bf structure. Essentially the fault sequence that will result in a two monolayers of Bf 

structure sandwiched between B27 TiB will be ABABAAABAB… as can be seen in Fig 5.7.  
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Figure 5.6 Change in stacking sequence in B27 those results in stacking fault. The motif is 
projected along [010]. 

 
Figure 5.7 B27/Bf interface projected along [010] TiB. The interface plane is (100)B27//(110)Bf. 
 
 

The structure shown in Fig 5.7 is essentially an interface between B27 and Bf structures 

with the interface plane being (100) B27 // (110) Bf. The Bf structure can be attained by a simple 

translation of one half of the B27 crystal by 0.5c with respect to the other half as was discussed 

by Kooi et al [28]. Such a translation results in two monolayers of Bf structure between the B27 

structures as can be seen in Fig. 5.7. The same structure can also be attained by 180o out of plane 

rotation of one half of the B27 structure about [100] axis as discussed by De Graef et al and are 

thus referred to as rotational twins as well [31,36]. However, these rotations are uncommon for 

real systems as it is easier to achieve Bf structure by a simple rearrangement of B atoms [28,36]. 
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Figure 5.8, adapted from [22] shows the sharp recurring Bf – B27 interfaces across the crystal. It 

has been reported in literature that the B27 – Bf interface is structurally sharp and has no steps 

thus indicating towards its low energy.  

 
Figure 5.8 Alternatively recurring B27/Bf interfaces [22]. 

 
In light of the above discussion it is important to compare the energies for stacking fault 

formation and the B27 – Bf interfacial energy to understand their co-existence in the same 

crystal. In order to calculate the stacking fault formation energy and the B27 – Bf interfacial 

energy, a 224 atom cell was created and necessary transformations described as above were 

applied. The plane wave cut off energy was 500eV and a k-mesh 1x5x3 was employed. The 

atomic positions were allowed to relax till the force per atom was 0.02 eV/Å. The structures were 

allowed to undergo a full relaxation. The stacking fault formation energy was carried out using 

the following formulation 

ESF = {E – (N*µTiB)}/ (2*A) 

where E is the VASP energy of the structure with stacking faults, N is the number of TiB pairs, 
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µTiB, the TiB pair formation energy and A is the interfacial area. For the B27 – Bf structure, the 

formulation also included the reference energy of the Bf structure as mentioned below 

EInterface = {E – (N*µB27) – (M*µBf)}/ (2*A) 

Where E is the VASP energy of the interfacial structure, N and M are the number of TiB pairs 

existing as B27 and Bf structures respectively and m being the Ti-B pair energy for respective 

structures. In the current structure N has a value of 20 and M has a value of 8 to account for two 

monolayers of Bf structures sandwiched between B27. From the above formulations the stacking 

fault formation energy is calculated to be 15mJ/m2 whereas the interfacial energy for the B27-Bf 

interface is 36mJ/m2. These energy values are really small and explain the abundance of these 

defects in TiB during its growth process. Also, the subtle differences between the two types of 

defects explain their mutual co-existence in the same crystal. The close correlation between B27 

and Bf structures can also be understood in the light of their reference pair energies. Earlier work 

by De Graef et al based on Mie type interaction has shown these structures to have nearly similar 

reference energies [31]. However, we carried out more accurate DFT calculations to determine 

the Ti-B pair energies for the two structures. Our calculations show that B27 and Bf structures 

have Ti-B pair energies of -16.238eV and -16.237eV which validate the observations by De 

Graef et al regarding the close correlation between the two structures. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

This work presents for the first time the energetics associated with the solidification of 

TiB in Ti matrix. The studies carried explain the hexagonal cross section of TiB based on the 

interfacial energy between the concerned TiB – α Ti interfaces which is a more accurate 

treatment of the system compared to using surface energy values which were previously used to 
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describe the cross section of TiB. Based on the interfacial energy values the (100) TiB facet 

being the larger facet compared to the (101) type facet is also explained since the energy of these 

facets are 160mJ/m2 and 478mJ/m2 respectively. The energetics of stacking fault formation on 

the (100) TiB planes were calculated and compared and contrasted with the energy of the TiB 

B27 and Bf interfaces since the two types of defects are always observed during the growth of 

TiB and mutually co-exist in the same crystal. It was found that stacking fault energy is about 

2.38 times lower than the B27-Bf interfacial energy which is responsible for observing both the 

defects. Thus these defects in TiB arise during the growth and are intrinsic to its growth 

irrespective of the processing route chosen. Thus, in the current work, the DFT calculations 

provide insights towards the energetic considerations of the experimentally observed phenomena 

in TiB-Ti composites and these calculations agree well with the experimental observations. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE ROLE OF TRACE BORON ADDITIONS ON α PHASE PRECIPITATION IN 

COMMERCIAL β ALLOY Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-0.5Fe and α + β ALLOY Ti-6Al-4V  

6.1 Introduction 

Titanium alloys have gained a significant interest for commercial structural applications 

such as biomedical implants and aerospace applications [1]. Commercial titanium alloys can be 

broadly divided as metastable β alloys and α + β alloys based on their hardenability curves. 

Whereas β titanium alloys are typically used in airframes and more recently for dental implants, 

α + β titanium alloys are used as components for aero-engines and load bearing biomedical 

implants [1]. β alloys have an edge over α + β alloys owing to their excellent hot and cold 

workability. However, they suffer from significant grain coarsening at elevated temperature [2]. 

On the other hand α + β alloys suffer from solidification texture that is translated to the α 

colonies from the parent β phase by virtue of Burgers orientation relationship between the two 

phases [3]. Significant time and energy are spent in thermomechanical processing steps to refine 

the grain size and breakdown the solidification textures in the as cast alloys. Apart from grain 

refinement and texture breakdown, thermomechanical processing is also carried out in the α + β 

phase field to obtain duplex microstructures consisting of equiaxed α as well as lath α to obtain 

desired set of properties [1]. In the last decade, various researchers have studied the effect of 

trace amount of B additions in different β and α + β alloys as an alternative way to achieve 

desired microstructure, thus bypassing the thermomechanical processing [2-6]. Cherukuri et al. 

studied the role of trace B additions in metastable β titanium alloy, Beta21S (Ti-15Mo-2.6Nb-

3Al-0.2Si) alloy. They showed that the TiB precipitated due to B additions restricted β grain 

growth at elevated temperature annealing and that the elevated grain size was independent of 
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annealing temperature or time. They attributed the mechanism of grain growth restriction to 

Zener pinning by the insoluble TiB precipitates since their experimentally measured grain sizes 

were in good agreement with those predicted using the Zener pinning model [2]. On the other 

hand Sasaki et al. published their findings on the role of TiB on the precipitation of α phase in 

Beta21S alloy. They reported that TiB and α display multiple orientation relationships (ORs) and 

that TiB associated α is equiaxed in nature or is lath like depending on the annealing temperature 

[4]. However, the role of mutual ORs between α, β and TiB phases has not been explored and 

the morphological observations were limited by the 2D section of view in the backscatter 

electron images. Studies by Tamirisiakandala et al. on commercial Ti-6Al-4 alloy concluded that 

addition of 0.1 weight% B refined the prior β grain size by about an order of magnitude. Beyond 

0.1 weight % B, incremental B concentrations had little effect on further refining the grain size 

[5]. Roy et al. carried out conclusive studies on the role of trace B additions in weakening the α 

and β phase textures in Ti-6Al-4V alloy in as-cast condition [3]. On the other hand, Hill et al., in 

2005 had reported the formation of equiaxed α in Ti-6Al-4V alloy containing 14 volume% TiB 

[6]. However, again the role of mutual ORs between α, β and TiB phases and its subsequent 

influence on governing α phase morphology was not explored. Besides, the high volume fraction 

of TiB may restrict the anisotropic growth of α thereby giving it an equiaxed appearance. The 

present chapter explores the role of trace B additions in commercial β titanium alloy, Ti5553 (Ti-

5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-0.5Fe), and α + β alloy, Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64), on influencing the crystallography 

and morphology of α phase. Results from orientation microscopy (OM) studies have been 

presented to explore if alloy chemistry has a coupled influence with that of B addition to 
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influence α morphology. Results from serial sectioning experiments on Ti5553-0.5B and Ti64-

0.5B have been presented to gain insights towards true 3D morphology of α precipitates.  

 

6.2 Experimental Procedure 

The base and boron containing Ti5553 and Ti64 alloys were fabricated by arc melting in 

an Arcast Arc 200 Mini Vacuum Arc Melter. The boride containing alloys were processed by 

adding B powders to the base metal slugs, taking advantage of an in-situ reaction between B and 

molten Ti to form TiB. The alloys will henceforth be referred to as Ti5553, Ti5553-0.5B, Ti64, 

and Ti64-0.5B, owing to a nominal 0.5 weight% B addition. The Ti5553 alloys were β 

solutionized at 1000°C for one hour whereas Ti64 alloys were homogenized for the same time 

period at 1150°C. Both the sets of alloys were furnace cooled after the solutionizing treatment. 

Additionally, Ti64 alloys were given another set of heat treatments where they were β 

solutionized at the conditions discussed above and then furnace cooled to 600°C where they were 

annealed for 20 hours and then were furnace cooled to room temperature. These extreme cases 

were taken to understand the role of kinetics in governing the α morphologies. The samples were 

then mounted and prepared for scanning electron microscopy and orientation microscopy by 

conventional metallographic techniques. The scanning electron microscopy and orientation 

microscopy studies were carried out using a FEI Nova 230 NanoSEM field emission gun 

electron microscope equipped with an EDAX Digiview IV electron backscatter detector (EBSD). 

Following the OM studies, the B containing alloys were then prepared for serial sectioning 

experiments to explore the three dimensional α phase morphology. The serial sectioning for 

Ti5553-0.5B was carried out using a FEI Nova 200 DualBeamTM focused ion beam (FIB) 

microscope. On the other hand, a UES Robo-Met.3D® was used for serial sectioning of Ti64-
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0.5B alloy owing to the coarse α precipitates. The image stacks obtained from the serial 

sectioning experiments were then reconstructed using propriety software, MIPARTM (Materials 

Image Processing and Automated Reconstruction) based on MATLAB platform, developed at 

the Ohio State University in tandem with FEI VSG Avizo® Fire edition.  

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Effect of B Addition in Ti5553 

Figure 6.1 (a) and 6.1 (b) present the backscatter electron micrographs of the 

representative microstructure of the Ti5553 and Ti5553-0.5B alloys respectively after β 

solutionizing followed by furnace cooling. A glance at the micrographs makes it evident that TiB 

influences the morphology of α phase nucleating from it. While, α is clearly lath like and 

originates from either β grain boundaries or nucleates in an intra-granular fashion for Ti5553 

alloy, the TiB associated α in Ti5553-0.5B alloy exhibits a more equiaxed morphology in same 

cases along with typical lath morphology in the other cases. The area fraction of alpha changes 

from 56.17% for Ti5553 to 53.44% for Ti5553 that also has 0.7% area fraction of TiB. 

 

Figure 6.1 Microstructure of (a) Ti5553 Alloy, and (b) Ti5553-0.5B Alloy 
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The OM studies were then carried out to understand the role of β-TiB ORs on the 

crystallography of subsequent α nucleation from TiB. A few selected cases are presented in the 

discussion that follows. Figure 6.2 (a) shows the backscatter electron micrograph for the region 

chosen for orientation microscopy and Figure 6.2 (b) shows the corresponding phase map. In the 

phase map TiB is color coded in yellow, β-Ti in green and α-Ti in red colors. The phase map has 

three regions marked on it that will be discussed subsequently.  

 
Figure 6.2 (a) The area selected for OM on the BSE micrograph, and (b) the corresponding phase 
map. 

 
Figure 6.3 (a) shows the pseudo color inverse pole figure map for three intra-granular α 

laths. Figures 6.3 (b-d) present the pole figure maps for the α laths whereas the pole figure map 

for the parent β matrix is presented in Figure 6.3 (e). It can be seen that all three α laths are 

Burgers oriented with the β matrix in which they grow, of which α1 and α2 share the basal plane 

whereas their <112�0>s are rotated by 10°. This phenomenon was explored in great detail by 

Bhattacharya et al. [7].  
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Figure 6.3 (a) Pseudo color IPF map for highlighted precipitates from Region 1 of the phase 
map, (b-e) corresponding pole figure maps. 

 

Figure 6.4 (a) presents the pseudo color inverse pole figure map from Region 2 of the 

phase map that shows three equiaxed appearing α precipitates, all of different variants, appearing 
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to nucleate from TiB. It is to be noted that all three α precipitates exhibit equiaxed morphology 

in contrast to the lath like morphology seen in Figure 6.4 (a). The relevant pole figures for TiB 

phase and the three α precipitates under consideration are shown in Figures 6.4 (b-e) 

respectively. Figure 6.4 (f) presents the pole figure map for the parent β phase. From the pole 

figure maps it is clear that all three α phases maintain distinct crystallographic orientation 

relationships (OR) with TiB, thus confirming their nucleation from TiB. The OR between TiB 

and α1 is (001)TiB//(0001)α and [010]TiB//<112�0>α and henceforth will be referred to as TiB/α 

OR1. The OR between TiB and α2 is (101)TiB//(0001)α and [010]TiB//<112�0>α and will now be 

referred to as TiB/α OR2. Similarly the OR between TiB and α3 is (001)TiB//{011�1}α and 

[010]TiB//<112�0>α and will be referred to as TiB/α OR3. It is noteworthy that all three α variants 

share a common [112�0] axis. A key point to be noted however is the absence of any OR between 

TiB and β phases and that none of the α variants maintain the Burgers OR with β matrix in 

which they grow. The absence of TiB/β OR may hint towards the TiB being a primary product 

during solidification that was later engulfed by a β grain on subsequent cooling. Similar 

observations were made in other regions of the sample. The presence of Burgers OR between α 

and β is a consequence of the semi-coherent interface between {101�0}α//{112}β resulting in lath 

morphology of α [8]. Thus, the absence of Burgers OR between α and β may be indicative of the 

interface between the two becoming incoherent in nature hence resulting in equiaxed appearing 

α.  
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Figure 6.4 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-f) their corresponding pole figure maps.  

However, as discussed earlier that the α nucleating from TiB appeared to have both 

equiaxed and lath morphologies as was inferred from observations on backscatter electron 

micrographs. One such case of two α laths appearing to nucleate from TiB is presented in pseudo 

color pole figure map from Region 3 of the phase map presented earlier in the section. 
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Figure 6.5  (a) Selected precipitates and (b-e) corresponding pole figure maps. 
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Figure 6.5 (a) presents the pseudo color map whereas Figure 6.5 (b) presents the pole 

figure map for the β phase. Figures 6.5 (c-d) present the pole figure maps for TiB and α phases 

respectively. Again it can be seen that both the α variants maintain an orientation relationship 

with TiB with TiB and α1 exhibiting OR1 and TiB and α2 displaying OR3. However, the 

intriguing point to note here is that TiB and β phase exhibit an OR that can be summarized as 

(001)TiB//{011}β and [010]TiB//<11�1>β, henceforth referred to as TiB/β OR1. The presence of 

TiB/b OR hints towards TiB being eutectic TiB and would be expected to display needle like 

morphology as shown by Lieberman et al. [9]. Consequentially, it is interesting to note that both 

the α variants maintain Burgers OR with β matrix in which they grow. Again, both the α variants 

share a common [112�0] which is parallel to a common [11�1]β, albeit their basal planes lie on 

different {110}β. However, another interesting point to be noted that maintaining OR1 with TiB, 

allows the TiB, α, and β to have (101)TiB//(101�0}α//(112)β which is basically the semi-coherent 

interface between α and β that is responsible for α developing as a lath. The presence of Burgers 

OR between both α variants with β matrix manifests itself in the form of both α variants 

displaying lath morphologies.  

Based on the orientation microscopy studies, it appears that the TiB-β OR governs 

whether the TiB nucleated α at lower temperatures maintains an OR with β matrix in which it 

grows. If TiB-β do not exhibit an OR then the TiB nucleated α loses Burgers OR and displays 

equiaxed morphology. On the other, hand if TiB-β develops an OR during solidification, it 

allows the TiB nucleated α to develop an OR with β matrix and grow as a lath.  

Although, the orientation microscopy (OM) results help establish with some confidence, 

that the equiaxed appearing sections of α in the 2D field of view in a backscatter electron image 
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may indeed be more globular, it becomes important to explore the 3D morphology of these 

precipitates. The subsequent discussion on serial sectioning work provides insights towards the 

morphology of α precipitates, possible for both the cases i.e. where α-β maintain Burgers OR 

and when they lose the Burgers OR. Figure 6.6 (a) presents the micrograph showing 3D 

morphology of two equiaxed α precipitates that nucleate from TiB. It needs to be noted that the 

TiB appears plate like and hence is primary TiB as had been shown by Lieberman et al. [9]. As 

such, primary TiB need not maintain OR with β and hence results in non-Burgers related 

α which exhibits equiaxed morphology. Figure 6.6 (b), on the other hand, provides an insight 

towards the complex morphology of what appears as simple α lath in the limited field of view of 

a 2D backscatter electron micrograph. Also, it can be seen that the borides engulfed by α are all 

needle like and thus are possibly eutectic borides based on the boride morphologies presented in 

the literature [9]. Such borides can develop an OR with β and α nucleating from such borides 

will preserve Burgers OR with β. Thus, from the serial sectioning efforts two main points need to 

be highlighted: a) TiB/β interfacial energy might be higher than the α/TiB or α/β interfacial 

energy since for both the cases i.e. equiaxed and lath morphologies, α appears to be nucleating 

from and engulfing TiB respectively, and b) the lath morphologies are not as simple as they 

appear in 2D BSE micrographs and hence care must be taken while discussing features like 

aspect ratios. 
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Figure 6.6 (a) Equiaxed α precipitates associated with TiB, and (b) Lath α showing engulfed α. 
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6.3.2 Effect of B Addition in Ti64 

Figure 6.7 (a, and b) present BSE micrographs from Ti64 and Ti64-0.5B respectively that 

were annealed at 600°C for 20 hours following the β solutionizing treatment It can be seen that 

there is a global change in the morphology of α on adding 0.5 weight% B and the changes are 

not restricted to only TiB associated α. This observation is in contrast to that observed in Ti5553 

where the main change was observed only for TiB associated α, albeit except for a possible 

reduction in β grain size. However, in Ti64, B addition causes a reduction in the aspect ratio of 

α as can be seen from the micrographs presented in Figures 6.7 (a, and b). It should also be noted 

that the microstructure of Ti64 is typified by a colony microstructure with roughly three to four 

variants per colony. Addition of B breaks down the colony microstructure into smaller colonies 

with multiple variants. This phenomenon may lead to texture weakening that was discussed in an 

earlier work by Roy et al. [3]. Another striking feature is the absence of thick grain boundary α 

layer in Ti64-B. The absence of the grain boundary layer was explained on the basis of the 

propensity of TiB, which is decorated along prior grain boundaries, to suck in the oxygen. Most 

oxygen diffuses through grain boundary as they act as pipes for diffusion, thus depleting the 

grain boundary of oxygen. Thus, on further cooling the alloy, α precipitates in vicinity of TiB 

which is richer in oxygen that is α stabilizer. This changes the precipitation sequence slightly 

that α is heterogeneously precipitated on TiB, then within the grain and then finally at the β 

grain boundaries. These effects have been explained in detail by Roy et al. [3].  
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Figure 6.7 (a) Ti64 alloy and (b) Ti64-0.5B alloy. 

 
Based on the BSE micrographs, attempts were made to quantify the change in aspect 

ratio of α laths as a result of B addition. However, the task was made difficult due to the 

overlapping nature of laths. Thus, the change in lath widths was measured over about 50 laths, 

each for Ti64 and Ti64-0.5B. The lath width changes from about 4.785µm for Ti64 to 9.007µm 

for Ti64-0.5B with standard deviations of 0.908 and 1.811 respectively. Care was taken to not 

include laths associated with TiB precipitates in the 2D view of BSE micrographs since TiB has 

an influence on the morphology as was discussed previously for TiB. Assuming that adding B, 

does not change the volume fraction of α, an increase in lath width has to be associated with a 

decrease in the length of the laths so as to maintain a constant volume fraction of α. Thus, the 

reduction in length coupled with an increase in length essentially translates to a reduction of 

aspect ratio of α on addition of B. The area fraction of alpha was measured to be 93.42% in Ti64 

compared to 93.75% in Ti64-0.5B that also had 0.75%TiB. 

 Though, there are differences in the ways that addition of B influences the morphology of 

α phase in Ti5553 as compared to Ti64, it is important to understand if the two systems have 
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contrast in the crystallography of TiB associated α precipitation. The effects of TiB on 

crystallography of α, and its influence on α morphology are subsequently discussed. The 

orientation relationships between the three phases displayed more variation as compared to those 

in Ti5553-0.5B and thus, a few examples of each distinct variation are provided.  

Figures 6.8 (a, and b) show the backscatter electron micrograph and the corresponding 

pseudo color inverse pole figure (IPF) map respectively. The two α variants considered are 

marked on the IPF map. Figures 6.9 (a) shows the pseudo color inverse pole figure map of one 

alpha variant (α1) with TiB and the corresponding β grain in which it grows.  

 

Figure 6.8 (a) BSE micrograph and (b) the corresponding IPF map. 
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Figures 6.9 (b-d), show the pole figure maps of TiB, α, and β phases respectively. It is 

evident from the pole figure maps that all three phases maintain mutual ORs. The TiB/α1 OR is 

(101)TiB//{101�0}α1 and [010]TiB//<112�0>α1 and will be referred to as TiB-α OR4 with TiB/α 

OR1-OR3 already being discussed in the previous section where cases from Ti5553-0.5B were 

considered. The OR between TiB and β is (001)TiB//(011)β and [010]TiB//[11�1]β and belongs to 

TiB/β OR1 type whereas α and β maintain the Burgers OR given by (0001)α1//(110)β and 

<112�0>α1//<11�1>β. It is to be noted that all three phases share a common direction whereas they 

differ in the planes that they share.  

 

Figure 6.9 (a) Highlighted phases and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) presents the pseudo color IPF for the second variant of α considered 

along with the TiB and β phases. Figures 6.10 (b-d) present the pole figure maps of TiB, α2, and 

β phases respectively. Again, it can be seen that all three phases maintain mutual orientation 

relationships. The OR between α2 and TiB is of the type TiB/α OR3 given by (001)TiB//{011�1}α2 

and [010]TiB//<112�0>α2. TiB and β, on the other hand exhibit OR of the type TiB/β OR1 as 

discussed above while α and β phases exhibit the Burgers OR. Again, the three phases share a 

common direction, whilst have different planes parallel to each other. At this juncture it needs to 

be pointed out that the morphologies of both α1 and α2 appear to be lath like in the 2D section of 

view. From the IPF map presented in Figure 6.8 (b), it does appear that the broad face of α2 is 

captured in the BSE micrograph. The fact that both the variants of α maintain Burgers OR with 

the β matrix confirms that they are indeed laths. Also, it can be seen that both the α variants 

share a common <112�0> which may arise due to the fact that both the variants have 

heterogeneously nucleated from the same TiB. The cases presented so far are the ones where all 

three phases have mutual ORs, albeit, the nature in which they do so is different from that 

observed in Ti5553-0.5B where all three phases had the exact same planes as well as directions 

parallel to each other in one of the cases.  
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Figure 6.10 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
Figure 6.11 presents the backscatter electron micrograph from a different region of the 

sample that was considered for orientation microscopy. Two separate scans, marked as Region 1 

and Region 2 were conducted and their corresponding pseudo color IPFs are presented in Figures 

6.12 (a), and (b) respectively.  
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Figure 6.11 BSE micrographs with appropriate Regions marked for OM studies. 

 

Figure 6.12 (a) IPF map from Region1 and (b) IPF map from Region 2. 
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Figure 6.13 (a) shows the IPF of the TiB, α, and β phases considered for the study from 

Region1. A glance at the pole figure maps presented in Figures 6.13 (b-d) is sufficient to 

conclude that all three phases exhibit orientation relationships with each other. However, the 

details of the ORs that these phases exhibit differ from those discussed previously. The OR 

between TiB and α is of the type TiB/α OR4 given by (101)TiB//{101�0}α and [010]TiB//[12�10]α 

and α/β maintain the Burgers OR given as (0001)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//[11�1]β. It can be seen 

that α has one of the <112�0>s parallel to [010]TiB and a different <112�0> parallel to <111>β and 

hence a more specific representation of the directions. Unlike the previously discussed cases, 

none of the three phases have a common direction. Even more intriguing observation, in the 

current case, is that the OR between TiB and β is different from the previously discussed ORs. It 

can be seen that the TiB/β OR also needs to mentioned in a more specific way with respect to the 

direction. The OR can be written as (001)TiB//(001)β and [010]TiB//[010]β, and will henceforth be 

referred to as TiB/β OR2. However, since α and β exhibit Burgers OR, it may be assumed that 

the α that nucleates from TiB is lath like even if the 2D section may suggest otherwise. This is a 

case similar to that seen in Ti5553-0.5B that α exhibits lath morphology when all three phases 

maintain mutual orientation relationships. However, the nature in which this is accomplished in 

Ti64-0.5B is in contrast with that in Ti5553-0.5B, the difference being a greater flexibility of 

ORs between the phases in Ti64-0.5B.  
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Figure 6.13 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
Figure 6.14 (a) shows pseudo color IPF map of the TiB, α, and β phases from Region 2 

shown in Figure 6.12 (b). The pole figure maps for TiB, α, and β are presented in Figures 6.14 

(c-d) respectively. The OR between TiB and α in this case is different from all the previously 

discussed ORs and will be referred to as TiB/α OR5. The TiB/α OR5 is represented as 

(101)TiB//{101�1}α and [010]TiB//[12�10]α. Again, α and β maintain the Burgers OR with a 

different [112�0] parallel to [11�1]β. However, it is interesting to note that TiB and β do not exhibit 
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any orientation relationship. This might be due to either TiB exhibiting OR with a different β 

grain that is not captured in the 2D cross section under examination or due to TiB forming as a 

primary TiB in the liquid which was later engulfed by the β phase on subsequent cooling.  

 

Figure 6.14 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
However, the most important observation from the cases discussed for Ti64-0.5B is that 

in all the cases α and β maintains the Burgers OR irrespective of the presence or absence of 

TiB/β orientation relationship or the nature of it. The consistent presence of Burgers OR might 
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indicate to the fact that in low B containing alloys TiB nucleated α always develops as lath. 

Thus, the earlier reports of α being equiaxed in high volume fraction TiB containing Ti-6Al-4V 

by Hill et al. might be attributed to the pinning effect of TiB rather than a change in the nature of 

α/β interface resulting in non-Burgers associated α. Also, Ti64-0.5B exhibits diverse ORs 

between Ti/α and TiB/β phases as compared to Ti5553-0.5B. Figure 6.15 (a) shows a 

reconstruction showing the interaction between TiB and α laths. It shows the sections of various 

variants of α that nucleate from TiB and grow on either side of TiB. This reinforces the role of 

TiB as heterogeneous nucleation site and indicates towards the possibly higher TiB/β interfacial 

energy. Figure 6.15 (b) shows a single α lath that has grown from the TiB and grows in β grain. 

It is evident that α displays a lath morphology. Multiple sections were evaluated and α always 

appeared to display lath morphology. 

 

Figure 6.15 (a) Interaction between TiB and α laths, and (b) Single α lath. 
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6.4 Summary and Concluding Remarks 

From the above discussions on the two different classes of titanium alloys i.e. β and α + β 

alloys, it can be concluded that B addition has a different effect on the crystallography and 

morphology of α phase. The basic differences between the role of B additions in Ti5553 and 

Ti64 alloys are summarized as follows: 

1. Trace B addition influences the α morphology in the vicinity of TiB more strongly as 

compared to the α morphology away from TiB in Ti5553. The TiB associated α can 

either be equiaxed or lath depending on crystallographic considerations. On the other 

hand, trace B addition has a more global effect in changing the α morphology in Ti64 

by reducing its aspect ratio as compared to the aspect ratio of α in non-boron 

containing Ti64. The morphology of α largely remains lath like and is independent of 

its nucleation from TiB. 

2. In Ti5553, the presence or absence of Burgers OR between α and β is governed by 

the presence or absence of OR between TiB and β. If TiB and β have an OR then the 

α that nucleates heterogeneously on TiB maintains Burgers OR with the β matrix in 

which it grows. The TiB that maintains OR with β may possibly be eutectic TiB as 

indicated from the serial sectioning experiments where TiB appears to be needle like 

and has an associated lath α with it. On the other hand, the absence of TiB/β OR 

results in loss of Burgers OR for TiB nucleated α. The TiB that solidifies in liquid as 

primary TiB can lose OR with β and will be plate like as can be seen from the 3D 

reconstructions. In such a case the alpha that nucleates will be exhibit equiaxed 

morphology and is reflected in 3D reconstructions. The equiaxed α is associated with 
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plate shaped TiB. However, in Ti64, the TiB/β OR has no effect in influencing the 

Burgers OR between α and β, since the two phases always exhibit Burges OR. Also, 

Ti64-0.5B exhibits a larger variation in ORs between the phases as compared to 

Ti5553-0.5B where the ORs can be said to be more constrained. 

3. The common effect that B addition has for both the alloys, however, is that B addition 

results in TiB precipitation that acts as a heterogeneous nucleation site for α. 

In light of the above mentioned differences between the responses of B addition on α 

precipitation in the two types of alloys, it may be comprehended that the differences in alloy 

chemistry might have a dominant role to play. Thus, simple binary and ternary alloys were 

melted to understand the role of alloy chemistry coupled with the effects of B addition and form 

the basis of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EFFECT OF TRACE BORON ADDITIONS ON α PRECIPITATION IN MODEL TITANIUM 

ALLOYS 

7.1 Introduction 

The study of B addition on crystallography and morphology of α phase in commercial β 

alloy Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-0.5Fe (Ti5553) and commercial α + β alloy Ti-6Al-4V exhibited 

significant contrasts. It was suspected that alloy chemistry might play a dominant role in 

conjunction with B addition to influence α phase morphology which is directly associated with 

the crystallography of its heterogeneous precipitation on TiB. However, the complex 

composition of Ti5553 with respect to the α and β stabilizes present in it make it difficult to 

isolate the effects of individual components on influencing α precipitation on trace B additions. 

The current chapter thus discusses the effect of alloy chemistry in conjunction with B addition in 

influencing α phase crystallography and subsequently α morphology in model titanium alloys in 

a systematic manner. For the study, the binary alloys considered were base and B containing Ti-

10 weight% V (Ti-10V) and Ti-10 weight% Mo (Ti-10Mo) to understand the effect of B addition 

in α+β alloys and β rich alloys respectively along with the effects of alloy chemistry. In order to 

understand the effect of α stabilizer as well as interactions between α and β stabilizers, 5 weight 

% Al was added to both the alloys. Thus base and B containing Ti-5 weight% Al-10 weight% V 

(Ti-5Al-10V) and Ti-5 weight% Al-10 weight% Mo (Ti-5Al-10Mo) alloys were studied.  

 

7.2 Experimental Procedure 

The model alloys considered for the study were melted using an Arcast Arc 200 Mini 

Vacuum Arc Melter. For the base alloys, Ti sponge was die compacted into a green compact. On 
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the other hand, for fabricating the B containing alloys, Ti sponge and TiB2 powder was ball 

milled for approximately an hour and then die compacted into green compacts to avoid powder 

losses resulting from plasma during arc melting. The weight of TiB2 was calculated using the 

stoichiometric reaction TiB2 + B → 2TiB to account for nominally 0.5 weight% B equivalents. 

Along with the green compacts, slugs of Al, Mo and V were added as required. The powders and 

the slugs were obtained from Alfa Aesar. The powders and the slugs were then melted using a 

consumable tungsten electrode to fabricate ingots weighing 25grams. Small coupons were then 

cut out using Mitsubishi FX10 Wire EDM. The coupons were then encapsulated in quartz tubes 

and backfilled with argon gas to minimize oxidation during long term annealing. The base and B 

containing Ti-10V and Ti-10Mo were then β solutionized at 1000°C for one hour whereas the 

Ti-5Al-10V and Ti-5Al-10Mo alloys were β solutionized at 1100°C for one hour. Following β 

solutionizing treatment all alloys were furnace cooled to 600°C where they were annealed for 20 

hours before subsequently being furnace cooled to room temperature.  The samples were then cut 

across into two halves using a diamond saw. The cut cross-sections were then mounted and 

polished by conventional metallographic routes for scanning electron microscopy and orientation 

microscopy studies. FEI Nova 230 microscope was used for scanning electron microscopy and 

EDAX DigiView IV EBSD camera was used to collect data for orientation microscopy. The Ti-

10V-0.5B and Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B alloys were then prepared for serial sectioning in FEI Nova 

NanoLab 200 Dual BeamTM FIB microscope. The samples were prepared in the form of 3mm 

discs which were further thinned to roughly about 50µm. A cantilever arm was then milled on 

which platinum was deposited to minimize curtaining effects. The automated script Slice and 

View was then used to collect 2D image stacks. The image stacks were then aligned, cropped 

and segmented using a software package developed at the Ohio State University, termed MIPAR 
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(Materials Image Processing and Automated Reconstruction) which is based on a MATLABTM 

platform. Prior to segmentation and thresholding, the image stacks were then loaded on VSG 

Avizo® Fire for 3D visualization. 

 

7.3 Results and Discussions 

7.3.1 Effect of B Addition in Ti-10V Alloy 

Figure 7.1 (a, and b) present the backscatter electron micrographs for Ti-10V and Ti-

10V-0.5B alloys respectively. It can be seen that addition of B results in more of what can be 

described, as a global change in the microstructure. The change in morphology of α is not 

localized to α in the vicinity of TiB. It might be misleading to look at the change in 

microstructure in light of change in α morphology since the morphology of α phase remains 

largely lath like. However, what is remarkable is that, like Ti64, B addition in Ti-10V also results 

in a reduction in aspect ratio by virtue of reduction in length of α laths as well as an increase in 

the lath thickness. It was difficult to compare the changes in lath lengths and thus it was 

attempted to quantify the increase in width of α laths as a result of B addition. The width for 

each lath was measured perpendicular to the long axis of the lath. The data has been collected 

from about 50 laths from different regions of the alloy sample for both the alloys. The average 

lath thickness for the Ti-10V alloy is 1.102µm with a standard deviation of 0.227. The addition 

of B resulted in an increase in the lath thickness to about 1.454µm with a standard deviation of 

0.292. Thus addition of B essentially results in an increase in lath thickness by a factor of 

roughly 1.32. There is a change in area fraction of α from 82.3% in Ti-10V alloy to 75.27% in 

Ti-10V-0.5B that also had 3.2%TiB. Also, it can be seen that the distribution of α changes from 

a basket weave microstructure to a more randomized distribution. This change may be attributed 
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to heterogeneous nucleation of α from TiB. Also it can be seen that TiB associated α, does 

appear to be slightly thicker compared to the α not associated with TiB in the limited 2D field of 

view on a backscatter electron micrograph. Such a change can be attributed to the heterogeneous 

nucleation of α from TiB that results in precipitation of α at an elevated temperature as 

compared to α precipitated in an intra-granular fashion. Thus, the α that precipitates at elevated 

temperature coarsens more, although these effects may somewhat diminish over longer annealing 

periods and may be more prominent for cases like furnace cooling or lower annealing times.  

However, from a comparison of electron micrographs for Ti-10V and Ti-10V-0.5B alloys, it 

appears that there are similarities with Ti64 system in terms of response to B addition. Thus, it 

becomes worthwhile to explore the role of TiB on the crystallography of α precipitation. 

Orientation microscopy yielded observations similar to those in Ti64-0.5B. The subsequent part 

of the discussion presents a few such cases in the Ti-10V-0.5B alloy with a focus on a few cases 

that may provide further clarity towards the topic. 

 

Figure 7.1 Microstructure of (a) Ti-10V alloy, and (b) Ti-10V-0.5B. 

 Figure 7.2 (a), presents the backscatter electron micrograph of the alloy region that was 

considered. Two regions were selected for orientation microscopy and are marked as Region1 
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and Region2. Figures 7.2 (b, and c) show the pseudo color inverse pole figure (IPF) map for the 

two regions. The corresponding phase maps for Region 1 and Region 2 are presented in Figures 

7.2 (d, and e) respectively.  

 
 

Figure 7.2 (a) BSE micrograph with the two regions considered, (b, c) Corresponding IPF maps 
from Region 1 and Region 2 and (d, e) Corresponding phase maps. 
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Figure 7.3 (a) shows a pseudo color IPF for the first α variant, the TiB from which it 

nucleated and the β matrix in which it subsequently grows with a magnified cropped section in 

inset. Figures 7.3 (b-d) provide the pole figure maps for TiB, α, and β phases respectively. It can 

be seen from the pole figure maps that all three phases maintain mutual orientation relationships. 

The OR between TiB and α is of the type TiB/α OR1 that is given as (001)TiB//(0001)α and 

[010]TiB//[112�0]α. TiB and β exhibit the OR (001)TiB//(110)β and [010]TiB//[11�1]β which belongs 

to the type TiB/β OR1. Consequentially, the TiB nucleated α maintains Burgers OR with β that 

is given by (0001)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//[11�1]β and is a lath. It can be seen that all three phases 

share the exact same set of planes as well as directions and hence the planes are directions are 

represented more specifically while discussing the ORs between the three phases. This is a case 

that resembles the one observed for TiB nucleated α laths in the Ti5553-0.5B system.  

 

Figure 7.3 (a) Highlighted precipitates with a magnified image in inset and (b-d) Corresponding 
pole figure maps. 
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Figure 7.4 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

Figure 7.4 (a) shows pseudo color IPF map for a different α variant and the TiB and β 

phases with which it is associated. Figures 7.4 (b-d) show the pole figure maps for TiB, α, and β 

phases respectively. This particular example discusses the case where all three phases maintain 

mutual ORs but only have a set of parallel directions common to them which is 
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[010]TiB//[112�0]α//[11�1]β and has been discussed for earlier cases. However, in the current 

example, the set of planes that is common to the three phases is (001)TiB//(101�0)α//(112)β unlike 

some of the earlier cases where the common plane was (001)TiB//(0001)α//(110)β. However, it is 

to be noted that α does maintain Burgers OR with β thus exhibiting lath morphology. The ORs 

for the three phases in the current case can be summarized as follows: TiB/α OR is 

(001)TiB//(101�0)α and [010]TiB//[112�0]α henceforth referred to as TiB/α OR6, TiB/β OR is 

(001)TiB//(112)β and [010]TiB//[11�1]β referred to as TiB/β OR3 and the α/β Burgers OR is 

(0001)α//(110)β.  

The example that follows presents a clear case that would help establish the fact that for 

some alloy chemistries like Ti64, the TiB-β OR is not as dominant in influencing the α-β 

Burgers OR. Figure 7.5 (a) presents the pseudo color IPF map containing the third α variant 

considered from Region 1 along with its associated TiB and β phases. A cropped and magnified 

image of the three phases is provided in Figure 7.5 (b). It can be seen that two different β grains, 

labeled β1 and β2, are considered in the current example. Figures 7.5 (c, and d) provide pole 

figure maps of TiB and α respectively while Figures 7.3.1.5(e, and f) present the pole figure 

maps of β1 and β2 respectively. It can be seen that TiB and α exhibit an OR given by 

(001)TiB//(101�1)α and [010]TiB//[12�10]α which is of the type TiB/α OR3. It is to be noted though, 

that the [010]TiB and [12�10]α are rotated by an angle of about 5° with respect to each other. It can 

also be seen that TiB maintains an OR with β1 that is given as (100)TiB//(011)β1 and 

[010]TiB//<111>β1, which is a new OR for these phases and will be referred to as TiB/β OR4. 

However, it is interesting to note that α does not maintain Burgers OR with β1 but instead 

maintains OR with β2 in which it grows as a lath. The Burgers OR between α and β2 is given as 
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(0001)α//(110)β2 and [112�0]α//<11�1>β2. In the current example it can also be seen that one of the 

<112�0>s of α lies parallel to TiB while the other <112�0> is parallel to β2. This allows α to 

maintain an OR with both TiB and β irrespective of the mutual ORs between TiB and β (β2 in 

this case). Also, this example is representative of the case where TiB develops at the β grain 

boundaries and hence can have an OR with one of the β grains even if it grows into the 

neighboring β grain. Although, it is not yet clear that why TiB would maintain OR with one 

β grain and grow into a different β grain with which it does not have an OR. 

 

Figure 7.5 (a) Highlighted precipitates with a magnified view in inset and (b-e) Corresponding 
pole figure maps. 
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Figure 7.6 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
Lastly, one case from the Region 2 from the backscatter electron micrograph is presented. 

This example highlights the case where TiB and α have an OR and α/β maintain Burgers OR 

even though there is no TiB/β OR. Figure 7.6 (a) shows the pseudo color IPF map of the phases 

considered for the present case with a magnified image presented in inset. The pole figure maps 

of TiB, α, and β phases are presented in Figures 7.6 (b-d) respectively. From the pole figure 
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maps it can be seen that TiB and α exhibit OR of the type TiB/α OR4 i.e. (101)TiB//{101�0}α and 

[010]TiB//[12�10]α. TiB and β, meanwhile, do not exhibit any OR whereas α maintains Burgers 

OR with β by having a different [112�0]α parallel to <111>β i.e. (0001)α//(011)β and 

[112�0]α//[11�1]β. This case again highlights that the TiB-β OR for this system has no influence on 

governing the subsequent α/β Burgers OR for TiB nucleated α. 

In order to get more insights towards the true 3D morphology of a phase, serial sectioning 

experiments were carried out on a FEI Nova 200 DualBeamTM FIB. Most of the α precipitates 

exhibited lath morphology. However, an interesting case was encountered where multiple inter-

connected α nucleate from two different TiB precipitates that are conjoined. This case is 

presented in Figures 7.7 (a-d), where Figure 7.7 (a, and b) shows the case of one of the boride 

plates (TiB1) completely engulfed by α phase with another boride plate (TiB2) capping the same 

α. Figure 7.7 (c) shows the morphology and the conjoined nature of the two borides. Figure 7.7 

(d) shows the interconnected α precipitates with a gap at the top where the boride plates were 

present. It can be seen that there are three α precipitates that are connected of which α1 displays 

a classic plate like morphology while α2 and α3 appear to have smaller aspect ratios and tend to 

appear more globular. If the growth directions of α2 and α3 are normal to the growth direction of 

α1, then a possible impingement from TiB2 may hinder the growth of α, thus giving it a more 

globular morphology. Such a situation might be encountered more frequently in high volume 

fraction containing alloys, hence having a large enough volume fraction of α that may appear to 

be equiaxed in the 2D backscatter electron micrographs. However such α might still maintain 

Burgers OR with β resulting from the semi-coherent interface between the two. This hypothesis 

is based on the statistical evaluation of orientation relationships for TiB nucleated α and it was 
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observed that α almost always maintains Burgers OR with β. In the selected cases when it 

appears to not maintain the Burger OR, it can be attributed to the sectioning effects since the 

general observations show enough flexibility in ORs that it is easy for α to maintain Burgers OR 

with β. Another phenomenon that can be affirmed with these observations is the possibility of 

TiB/β interfacial energy being higher than the TiB/α or TiB/β interfacial energies which results 

in α engulfing the TiB. 

 

Figure 7.7 (a, b) α phase engulfing TiB1 and capped by TiB2, (c) the conjoined nature of the two 
borides, and (d) the different α morphologies that may result. 
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7.3.2 Effect of B Addition in Ti-5Al-10V Alloy 

Figure 7.8 (a, and b) show the backscatter electron (BSE) micrographs for Ti-5Al-10V 

and Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B alloys respectively. It can be seen that boron addition has a similar 

influence on the microstructure as in the cases of Ti-10V and Ti64 alloys i.e. a reduction in α 

aspect ratio. In this case also, the inter-penetrating nature of laths for the Ti-5Al-10V alloy make 

it difficult to measure the lengths but the α lath thickness values were quantified based on about 

50 values. The average lath thickness increases from about 1.216µm for Ti-5Al-10V alloy to 

about 4.078µm for Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B alloy i.e. by a factor of roughly 3.353. The standard 

deviations in the measurements were 0.287 and 0.866 for Ti-5Al-10V and Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B 

respectively. There is a change in α area fraction from 87.68% for base alloy to 81.83% for B 

containing alloy that also has 2.4%TiB.  These basic observations of the effects of B addition on 

microstructures would lead one to believe that Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B might have similarities with Ti-

10V-0.5B and Ti64-0.5B with respect to the crystallography of α precipitation. These similarities 

mean that α maintains Burgers orientation relationship (OR) with β phase and will develop as a 

lath, barring any restriction to growth from impingement from the borides. Extensive orientation 

microscopy (OM) did indeed reveal similarities to Ti64-0.5B and Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B. However, a 

few more interesting cases emerged that helped confirm earlier observations like sharing of a 

<112�0> between two α laths nucleating from the same TiB even if the laths eventually grow in 

two different β grains thus having distinct basal planes. Few such examples will be presented in 

the subsequent discussion. 

Figure 7.9 (a) presents the backscatter electron (BSE) micrograph of the area considered 

for OM studies. Figures 7.9 (b, and c) present the corresponding pseudo color inverse pole figure 

(IPF) and phase maps from the region marked on the BSE image. On comparing the pseudo 
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color IPF it can be seen that there are three distinct β grains in the section captured and that the 

TiB are precipitated along the β grain boundaries. 

 

Figure 7.8 Microstructure for (a) Ti-5Al-10V, and (b) Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B. 

 
It is thus possible that they can act as heterogeneous nucleation site for α on either side of the 

grain boundary. However, a boride itself might maintain OR with one of the β grains. These 

cases will be discussed in detail. 

 

Figure 7.9 (a) BSE micrograph with the highlighted region, (b) Pseudo color inverse pole figure 
map, and (c) Phase map from the selected region. 
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Figure 7.10 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
Firstly, the case that will be discussed highlights a new TiB/β OR. Figure 7.10 (a) 

presents the inverse pole figure map of the concerned TiB, α, and β phases with the 

corresponding pole figure maps being presented in Figures 7.10 (b-d) respectively. It can be seen 

that TiB and α maintain an OR of the type TiB/α OR5 which is (101)TiB//{101�1}α and 

[010]TiB//[12�10]α. A new OR exists between TiB and β phases and will henceforth be referred to 

as TiB/β OR5. The OR between TiB and β is expressed as (101)TiB//(001)β and [010]TiB//[010]β. 

As a consequence of ORs between TiB/α and TiB/β pairs, α maintains the Burgers OR with β 

which is typical and is given for the current case as (0001)α//(110)β and //[112�0]α//[11�1]β. Again 
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it is to be noted that α has two of its available three <112�0>s employed, one each parallel to TiB 

and β phases. Since, α maintains the Burgers OR it is indeed lath like in morphology and the 

face that is seen in the image may probably be the broad face of it. 

The current case discusses one of the TiB precipitates at the tri-junction of β1, β2, and β3 

grains as shown in the pseudo color IPF map in Figure 7.11 (a). The pole figure map of TiB is 

presented in Figure 7.11 (b) while Figures 7.11 (c-e) present the pole figure maps for β1, β2, and 

β3 respectively. It can be seen that none of the β grains share a (011) as is typical in Ti alloys. 

However, surprisingly they share a (001) pole. When the pole figure map of TiB is matched with 

the pole figure maps for the three β grains, it becomes evident that TiB maintains an OR with β1, 

but does share the [010] pole with all three beta grains. The OR between TiB and β1 is given as 

(100)TiB//(011)β1 and [010]TiB//[010]β1 and will be referred to as TiB/β OR4. The subsequent 

discussion is now focused on the nucleation of α precipitates in two different β grains as an 

example. The two examples for will be treated in separate sub-sections for the sake of simplicity 

in comprehending with the orientation relationships between the phases. 

Figure 7.12 (a) shows the pseudo color IPF containing TiB, β1 and an alpha precipitate 

(α1) growing in β1 with the corresponding pole figure maps shown in Figures 7.12 (b-d).The 

TiB/α OR is of the type TiB/α OR4 and is given as (101)TiB//{101�0}α1 and [010]TiB//[12�10]α1. 

The OR between TiB and β1 has been discussed in the above section and belongs to the type 

TiB/β OR4. It can be seen that since α maintains Burgers OR with β1 in which it grows but has a 

different [12�10] parallel to <111> of β1 than the one that was parallel to [010] of TiB. 
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Figure 7.11 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-e) Corresponding pole figure maps. 
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Figure 7.12 (a) Highlighted precipitates, and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
Figure 7.13 (a) shows the pseudo color IPF of TiB, α2, and β3 phases with Figures 7.13 

(b-d) showing their respective pole figure maps. It can be seen that TiB and α2 maintain an OR 

given by (100)TiB//{101�0}α2 and [010]TiB//[12�10]α2. However the parallel planes are off by about 

5o which might result in some lattice strains. This also results in a displaying near Pitsh-

Schradder OR with β which is (0001)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//(001)β. The interesting thing to note 

here is the absence of an OR between TiB and β3 except for the common [010] β3 pole. Thus 

these examples presenting cases involving TiB, α1, α2, β1, and β3 phases clearly demonstrate that 

when TiB is at a grain boundary it can maintain OR with only one of the β grains but can 
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nucleate Burgers oriented α in the rest of the grains. However, since these α nucleate from a 

common TiB, they do share a common [12�10] pole among them. Their basal planes however are 

aligned differently in accordance with the Burgers OR with the respective β grains. Figure 7.14 

(a) shows the pseudo color IPF containing TiB, α1, α2, β1, and β3 phases while Figures 7.14 (b, c, 

and d) show the pole figure maps for TiB, α1 and α2 respectively to demonstrate the above 

discussed phenomenon. 

 

Figure 7.13 Figure (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 
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Figure 7.14 shows (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps for TiB 
and the two α variants.  

 
In order to get insights about the 3D morphology of α in Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B system, serial 

sectioning experiments were carried out with slice thickness of 0.2µm due to the presence of 

coarse α laths. From the image stacks it was evident that all the sections were plate shaped in 

nature. However, 3D reconstruction was carried out to probe their nature of interaction with TiB 

precipitates. One such example is presented in Figures 7.15 (a- d). Figures 7.15 (a, and b) show 

the two different view of the α precipitate to demonstrate the plate morphology. Figures 7.15 (c, 

and d) on the other hand show the nature of interaction of TiB with the α plate. It can be seen 

that α has nucleated from TiB which cuts right though the α. Other α variants were present in 
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the vicinity but were not included in the reconstruction for the sake of simplicity in visualization. 

It can also be seen that the TiB are more plate like thus indicating that they might have formed as 

primary TiB in the liquid. These reconstructions also hint towards the recurring theme that the 

nucleation of α from TiB is driven by minimization of the high energy TiB/β interface. With the 

Ti-V and Ti-V-Al systems being discussed, the next part of the chapter focuses on addressing the 

effect of nature of β stabilizer by discussing the effect of B addition in binary Ti-Mo. The 

discussion of Ti-Mo will then be followed up by an attempt to explore the influence of 

interaction between Mo and Al in influencing α morphology in presence of trace amounts of B. 

 

Figure 7.15 (a, and b) Different views of α and (c, and d) Nature of interaction between TiB and 
α. 
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7.3.3 Effect of B Addition in Ti-10Mo Alloy 

Figures 7.16 (a, and b) present the backscatter electron micrographs from Ti-10Mo and 

Ti-10Mo-0.5B alloys. In contrast to the observations in all the alloy systems discussed in the 

previous sections, it can be seen that addition of B to Ti-Mo has minimal influence on α 

morphology. Addition of B does not seem to change the microstructure locally in the vicinity of 

TiB like for the case of Ti5553-0.5B neither does it have an influence on the global 

microstructure of the alloy like for Ti64-0.5B, Ti-10V-0.5B, and Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B alloys. 

However the area fraction of α changes from 72.31% for Ti-10Mo alloy to 68.46% for Ti-10Mo-

0.5B alloy that also has 3.24% TiB by area. TiB precipitates do act as heterogeneous nucleation 

sites for α precipitation as indicated by the change in microstructure from basket weave for the 

Ti-10Mo alloy to more lamellar type microstructure in the vicinity of TiB. Orientation 

microscopy studies were not carried out in this alloy system owing to absence of any visible 

changes in α morphology. However, in some regions gain boundary alpha appeared to 

precipitate in the vicinity of TiB but there were no cases of equiaxed appearing intra-granular α 

that was observed in Ti5553-0.5B. It may be safe to assume that for Ti-10Mo system as well, 

α/β Burgers OR is preserved which results in lath morphology of α. The crystallographic effects 

may be similar to those encountered for the Ti-V and Ti-V-Al systems. However, sluggish 

kinetics owing to slower Mo diffusivity might contribute to the lack of lath broadening in the B 

containing Ti-10Mo alloy. In order to understand the interaction of Mo with Al which is an α 

stabilizer and a faster diffusing element, a Ti-Al-Mo-0.5B alloy was studied. 
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Figure 7.16 Microstructure of (a) Ti-10Mo alloy and (b) Ti-10Mo-0.5B alloy. 

 
 
7.3.4 Crystallography of α Precipitation in Ti-5Al-10Mo-0.5B 

Figure 7.17 (a, and b) show the backscatter electron micrographs of Ti-5Al-10Mo-0.5B 

alloy. It can be seen that the TiB are mostly decorated along prior β grain boundaries and there 

are sections of thick grain boundary α in the vicinity of TiB. However, in some intra-granular 

regions TiB associated α appears to exhibit equiaxed like morphology whereas others exhibit 

lath morphology. This case can be thought of being analogous to that of Ti5553-0.5B in terms of 

microstructure of TiB associated α. Thus orientation microscopy (OM) was carried out to 

understand the effect of TiB on crystallography of α precipitation. Also the area fractions of 

α and TiB phases were measured to be 52.92% and 0.72% respectively, the rest being β phase. 
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Figure 7.17 (a, and b) Microstructure of Ti-5Al-10Mo-0.5B alloy at two different magnifications. 

Figure 7.18 (a) shows a pseudo color inverse pole figure (IPF) map of the region 

considered for OM. Figure 7.18 (b) shows the corresponding phase map.  

 

Figure 7.18 (a) Pseudo color IPF map and (b) Phase map for the regions under consideration. 
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Figure 7.19 (a) shows the pseudo color IPF of TiB, α, and β phases considered with 

Figures 7.19 (b-d) presenting the corresponding pole figure maps. Based on the IPF α appears to 

display a somewhat equiaxed morphology unlike other α laths. From the pole figure maps it can 

be seen that TiB and α display an OR given by (101)TiB//{101�0}α and [010]TiB//<112�0>α which 

belongs to the type TiB/α OR4. However, it is interesting to note that there is no orientation 

relationship between TiB and β. More interesting is the loss of Burgers OR between α and β 

which might explain the equiaxed appearing morphology of α.  

 

Figure 7.19 (a) Highlighted precipitates and (b-d) Corresponding pole figure maps. 

 
Figure 7.20 (a) presents the pseudo color IPF of another such example with an enlarged 
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image in inset. Figures 7.20 (b-d) present the corresponding pole figures for TiB, α, and β phases 

respectively. From the pole figure maps it is evident that TiB and α exhibit an OR of type TiB/α 

OR1 given by (001)TiB//(0001)α and [010]TiB//<112�0>α. On the other hand the absence of TiB/β 

OR and the subsequent loss of α/β Burgers OR is quite notable in light of the fact that the α 

precipitate under consideration appears equiaxed in the limited 2D field of view. It should be 

noted that all the TiB and α precipitates under consideration are intra-granular precipitates since 

the pseudo color IPF presented in Figure 7.18 (a) shows the presence of single β grain.  

 

Figure 7.20 (a) Highlighted precipitates with a magnified view in inset, and (b-d) Corresponding 
pole figure maps. 
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Figures 7.21 (a, and b) show the pseudo color IPF and corresponding phase map from a 

different region on the sample. This example discusses the case where all three phases have a 

mutual OR. From the pseudo color IPF presented in Figure 7.22 (a) it can be seen that α is most 

probably lath like and a section of it is captured. From the pole figure maps presented in Figures 

7.22 (b-d) it can be seen that all three phases maintain mutual ORs. The OR between α and TiB 

is of the type TiB/α OR1 i.e. (001)TiB//(0001)α and [010]TiB//[12�10]α.The OR between TiB and β 

is given as (001)TiB//(101)β and [010]TiB//[010]β and is categorized as TiB/β OR6. However there 

is a misorientation of about 7 degrees around the parallel directions. The α phase maintains 

Burgers OR with β phase, albeit by having a different <112�0>α parallel to β phase than the one 

that was parallel to TiB.  

 

Figure 7.21 (a) IPF map, and (b) Corresponding phase map for the region under study. 
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Figure 7.22 (a) Highlighted precipitates with a magnified view in inset and (b-d) Corresponding 
pole figure maps. 

 
In light of the above discussions it appears that Ti-5Al-10Mo-0.5B shows a behavior 

similar to that of Ti5553-0.5B in terms of the influence of TiB/β OR in governing the subsequent 

α/β OR for TiB nucleated α. However, it does show some resemblance to the Ti-V and Ti-V-Al 

type systems in terms of having two of its <112�0> directions, one each, parallel to TiB and β. 

Such a variation in behavior needs to be confirmed by more statistical studies.  
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7.4 Summary of Observations 

Based on the studies on model titanium alloys, it becomes clear that the alloying addition 

have a dominant role in governing the influence that B addition has on influencing the 

morphology and crystallography of TiB nucleated α phase. The key points can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. The Ti-10V binary and Ti-5Al-10V systems have a similar response to B addition. 

The addition of B seems to have a more general effect on influencing α morphology 

in these alloys, the effect being a reduction in α aspect ratios. On the other hand, the 

crystallography in these alloys is quite complex. The standout point however is that 

TiB-β OR does not seem to influence α/β OR for TiB nucleated α as α almost always 

displays Burgers OR with β. The multiplicity of the <112�0>α directions coupled with 

the multiplicity of TiB-α ORs as discussed in numerous cases, allow α to maintain 

the Burgers OR with β irrespective of TiB/β OR. Multiple a precipitates can nucleate 

from a TiB present at β grain boundary. These α precipitates will have a shared 

<112�0>α since they nucleate from the same TiB, but can grow in distinct β grains and 

have different basal planes orientations. The 3D reconstruction for the Ti-10V-0.5B 

alloy shows that TiB assisted α may give the impression of a more equiaxed 

morphology if its growth is hindered by neighboring TiB precipitates. Besides, the 3D 

reconstructions for both Ti-10V-0.5B and Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B alloys demonstrate that α 

phase engulfs TiB, thus indicating the possibility of TiB/β interfacial energy being 

higher as compared to TiB/α or α/β interfacial energies. 

2. The Ti-10Mo system surprisingly shows a very negligible response to B addition in 

terms of α morphology. Most of the intra-granular α appears lath like in the 2D field 
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of view, barring the thick grain boundary allitriomorphic α that grows in the vicinity 

of TiB. The minimal change in α morphology on B addition in this alloy system 

might be attributable to the sluggish diffusion kinetics of Mo. However long term 

annealing might help provide insights towards change in TiB associated α 

morphology, if any. 

3. Ti-5Al-10Mo-0.5B system, in the limited field of view of backscatter electron 

micrographs shows equiaxed appearing α that resembles the observations made in 

Ti5553-0.5B. In terms of crystallography some examples suggest that TiB-β OR 

dominates the subsequent α/β Burgers OR i.e. the absence of TiB/β OR is usually 

observed in conjunction of absence of α/β Burgers OR for TiB nucleated α. On the 

other hand, some examples have been observed where all three phases share mutual 

ORs but the nature in which they do so resemble the observations in Ti-V-Al system. 

Thus, more conclusive and statistical studies need to be carried out on Ti-5Al-10Mo-

0.5B system. 

Thus, based on the observations on the influence of B addition in model alloys with different 

chemistries, it can be concluded that the TiB/α and TiB/β systems display multiple possible ORs 

and they may or may not have an influence on governing α/β Burgers OR and subsequent α 

morphology. The next chapter summarizes all the observations presented in the last few chapters. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE ROLE OF HYPOEUTECTIC BORON ADDITIONS IN TITANIUM ALLOYS: 

SUMMARY IN A NUTSHELL 

8.1 Introduction 

The present chapter summarizes the influence of B addition in titanium alloys and aims at 

unifying the work discussed thus far in the dissertation. The chapter is divided in three parts. The 

first part discusses the formation mechanism of TiB by presenting the insights from first 

principles based density functional theory. This part discusses the mechanism and associated 

diffusion pathways responsible for anisotropic growth of TiB and employs calculation for TiB/α 

interfacial energy to explain the hexagonal cross section of TiB. The abundance of stacking 

faults and presence of intimately mixed B27/Bf interfaces have also been explained in light of the 

energetics associated with these planar faults. The second part of the chapter focuses on the 

microstructural effects of trace B additions and the role of complex interactions between alloying 

additions to influence these changes in different alloys. Last but not the least, the third part of the 

chapter is dedicated to summarizing the influence of TiB on the crystallography of a phase 

precipitation in titanium alloys. Numerous possible cases are discussed in light of TiB/β OR 

since β, and TiB are the high temperature phases that develop in these alloys. 

 

8.2 Formation Mechanism of TiB: Insights from Density Functional Theory Calculations 

The section summarizes the different pathways for B diffusion through TiB to reach the 

TiB/Ti interface to result in the interfacial reaction responsible for its growth.  

1. Vacancy Assisted Diffusion of B 
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The calculations for vacancy assisted migration of B atoms yielded that the barrier for a 

direct jump as well as a partial jump is the lowest along [010] direction compared to the other 

directions thus highlighting the anisotropic nature of diffusion in TiB. The most favorable 

diffusion pathway involved two smaller out of plane jumps that result in a net migration of B 

along [010] direction. The energy barriers for [001] and [100] directions for both direct and 

partial jumps are significantly higher. The large disparity in migration barriers demonstrate the 

one dimensional diffusion of B as hypothesized in an earlier work by Fan et al. [1]. Based on the 

barrier of 1.47eV for a partial jump along [010] direction, the calculated activation barrier that is 

the sum of vacancy formation energy (3.31eV) and migration energy, is calculated to be 

4.611eV/atom. This value when is equivalent to 459.56kJ/mol which is significantly higher than 

the experimentally reported value of 197kJ/mol. Thus, a novel interstitial-assisted migration 

mechanism was explored. 

2. Interstitial Assisted Diffusion of B 

From the point defect formation energy calculations for TiB, it was observed that the 

formation energy for a B self-interstitial was intriguingly the lowest among all possible defects at 

1.9eV. This is surprising, since most material systems have higher self-interstitial formation 

energies. It was found that TiB has two interstitial sites, a tetrahedral site and a trigonal site. The 

barriers for diffusion were calculated based on a direct jump along [010] from one tetrahedral to 

another tetrahedral site and for a trigonal site mediated jump. The barrier for direct jump is 

0.78eV at 0K. However, the barrier when summed with the interstitial formation energy yield in 

activation energy of 260kJ/mol which is in close agreement with the values reported by Fan et al. 

[1]. Thus, it can be concluded that the dominant mechanism responsible for anisotropic growth 
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of TiB is interstitial-assisted diffusion in contrast to the earlier hypothesized vacancy-assisted 

diffusion. 

3. Hexagonal Cross Section of TiB 

TiB solidifies in hexagonal cross section with (100), (101), and (101�) facets as the 

bounding planes. The (100) facet has been reported to be usually longer than the other two 

facets. In order to comprehend these observations, TiB/α interfaces with (101)TiB//[101�0]α and 

(100)TiB//[101�0]α were created. Both the interfaces had [010]TiB//[112�0]α as the common 

direction. The interfacial energy calculations yielded that the energy for the interface between 

(101) TiB facet and α  (478mJ/m2) is three times higher than the energy for the (100) facet 

(160mJ/m2). Such a large difference explains the longer (100) facet. 

4. Stacking Faults and their Relation with B27-Bf Interfaces. 

High density of stacking faults on (100) plane are synonymous with TiB growth and so 

are the B27-Bf interfaces. When the stacking fault width reduces to about one monolayer, it 

results in two monolayers of Bf symmetry of TiB sandwiched between the B27 strucutre on 

either side. The energetics of stacking fault formation and B27-Bf interfaces was explored. The 

calculations revealed the stacking fault formation energy to be around 15mJ/m2 which is very 

low and explains the abundance of stacking faults. The consequence of such a low stacking fault 

formation energy is formation of anneal twins on prolonged aging. On the other hand, the 

interfacial energy of B27-Bf interfaces was calculated to be about 36mJ/m2. Such a low energy 

explains the experimentally observed intimate mixing of these structures. The reference VASP 

energies of the two boride symmetries are also comparable. 
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8.3 Dependence of the Role of Boron in Influencing α Phase Morphology on Alloy Chemistry 

The effect of B addition on influencing α morphology in different alloys is 

comprehensively presented in Figure 8.1. It can be seen that B addition in Ti5553 results in 

precipitation of equiaxed α in the vicinity of TiB along with lath α. However, these changes are 

localized in the vicinity of TiB. On the other hand, addition of B to Ti-10V, Ti-5Al-10V, and 

Ti64 alloys result in a more global change in microstructure. The morphology of α in these 

alloys remains largely lath like but has much smaller aspect ratios as compared to the non B 

counterparts. The reduction is a coupled effect of both an increase in lath thickness as well as a 

reduction in the length of laths. Besides, these changes in α aspect ratio are not localized to TiB 

but can be seen across the whole microstructure. Most intriguing is the effect of B on Ti-10Mo 

alloy in which B addition does not have a significant influence on α morphology as shown in 

Figure 8.2. These results hint towards the role of interfacial energy between TiB, α, and β phases 

as well as the kinetics of coarsening for α. However, these examples do indicate the complex 

interactions between the alloying additions in tandem with B that results in markedly different 

changes in α morphology in different alloy systems. The 3D reconstructions from Ti5553-0.5B 

show the presence of equiaxed α as well as plate like α associated with TiB. On the other hand, 

Ti-10V-0.5B shows both lath and globular appearing α. However, these effects might also be 

due to the restriction of α growth due to impingement by TiB precipitates. The crystallography 

of TiB associated α thus becomes really important in elucidating these morphologies since 

equiaxed α will be expected to have an incoherent interface with the β matrix which might be 

reflected in the loss of Burger OR with α and β phases. The results on crystallography of α 

precipitation from TiB in titanium alloys are summarized in the subsequent section.  
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Figure 8.1 Dependence of alloy chemistry on the effect that B has in influencing α phase 
morphology and distribution. 
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Figure 8.2 Negligible influence of B addition on α morphology in Ti-10Mo alloy. 

 
 
8.4 Influence of TiB on Crystallography of α Precipitation in Titanium Alloys 

The mutual orientation relationships (ORs) between TiB, α, and β phases can broadly be 

classified as six cases. The cases originate from the fact that both pairs i.e. TiB/α and TiB/β 

display multiple ORs. The ORs displayed by these two pairs are summarized in Table 8.1 where 

a distinction is also made in terms of the ORs reported in earlier works and the new ORs reported 

in the current work. It can be seen that the TiB/β ORs are more flexible in terms of both the 

common planes and directions. Since pole figure maps are projections of planes, the directions 

were assigned to TiB/β ORs in order to maintain consistency. So wherever possible it was 

attempted to have [010]TiB//[010]β and represent the other parallel set as parallel planes. One 

probable reason of TiB/β ORs being so flexible is that the inter-atomic distances in β Ti do not 

have a large variation on (100) and (110) planes. On the other hand, TiB/α also display multiple 

orientation relationships. However, TiB/α OR is constrained in terms of the parallel direction 

which is [010]TiB//<112�0>α but has the freedom of multiple planes being parallel. Thus the 
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multiple orientation relationships between TiB/β and TiB/α along with their subsequent 

influence on Burgers OR between α and β are classified as follows: 

Case 1: When all three planes have the exact same set of planes and directions parallel to 

each other with α sharing its basal plane with both TiB and β. This is a very specific case of the 

mutual ORs and is the most restrictive of all possible ORs. This case is represented as 

(001)TiB//(0001)α//(110)β and [010]TiB//[112�0]α//[11�1]β. In such a case α develops as a lath since 

it is able to maintain the Burgers OR. An example of this particular case has been discussed for 

Ti5553-0.5B system for α1 variant in Figure 6.5. However such behavior was observed in Ti-V, 

Ti-V-Al and Ti-Mo-Al systems as well. 

Case 2: All three phases have mutual ORs with a set of common planes and directions 

parallel to each other. However, the basal plane of α is parallel only to β phase and not to TiB. 

One such example is presented in Figure 7.3. The set of parallel planes between the three phases 

is given as (001)TiB//(101�0)α//(112)β and the set of parallel directions is [010]TiB//[112�0]α//[11�1]β. 

However, the basal plane of α is parallel only to (110)β to maintain the Burgers OR. This case 

was also observed for all the alloy systems under current study. 

Case 3: All three phases still display mutual ORs however they just have a common set of 

directions parallel to each other. The parallel planes, though, differ pairwise. An example of such 

a case is presented in Figure 6.5 for the α2 variant for the Ti5553-0.5B alloy. The OR between 

different phases is summarized as follows. The OR between TiB and α is (001)TiB//{101�1}α and 

[010]TiB//[112�0]α. The OR between TiB and β for this case is (001)TiB//(011)β and 

[010]TiB//[111]β. The α and β, on the other hand maintain the Burgers OR given as 

(0001)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//[11�1]β. As can be seen from the representations the three phases 
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share a common direction along [010]TiB//[112�0]α//[111]β but share different planes with each 

other. 

Case 4: All three phases display mutual ORs however they share different planes as well 

as different directions with each other. There is no common set of planes and directions that is 

parallel in all three phases. Figure 7.10 shows one such case where one of the <112�0>α is 

parallel to TiB and the other is parallel to [11�1]β.The basal plane of α is parallel to {011}β and 

maintains Burgers OR. The OR between TiB and β is given by (101)TiB//(100)β and 

[010]TiB//[010]β. The OR between TiB and α is (101)TiB//{1010}α and [010]TiB//[12�10]α. 

Case 5: The high temperature TiB and β phase do not exhibit any OR. However, α 

exhibits an OR with TiB as well as with β. In such a case the basal plane of α is always parallel 

to (011)β along with one of the [112�0]α directions parallel to <111>β. On the other hand, one of 

the remaining two [112�0]α directions lie parallel to [010]TiB. The parallel planes between TiB 

and α are always such that the basal plane is never involved in the OR. What it essentially means 

that in such a case TiB and α can exhibit any of the TiB/α OR2-TiB/α OR5 but cannot exhibit 

TiB/α OR1 which is basically (001)TiB//(0001)α and [010]TiB//[112�0]α. One such example is 

presented in Figure 7.6. 

Case 6: The high temperature TiB and β phases do not maintain any orientation 

relationship. However, the TiB and α phases maintain an OR but as a special case, the Burgers 

OR between α and β is lost. In such a case also TiB and α can exhibit any of the five possible 

ORs between them. Such an example is presented in Figure 6.4. In the current studies most such 

examples were found in Ti5553-0.5B and Ti-5Al-10Mo-0.5B systems leading to the speculation 

that may be the Ti-Al-Mo containing systems are unique that they can develop non Burgers α. 
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From the above discussed cases it can be summarized that while Cases1-5 were observed 

in all alloys in current study, Case6 is unique to Ti-Al-Mo systems i.e. Ti5553 and Ti-5Al-10Mo. 

It was attempted to explain this uniqueness to the lattice misfit between α and β phases. 

However, as can be seen from Table 8.2, where α and β lattice parameters for different B 

containing alloys are presented that there is no significant difference between α and β lattice 

parameters in each alloy. Although, there are subtle changes in the (c/a) ratios for α in different 

alloys, it was difficult to associate a trend to them that could be used to explain the rationale 

behind equiaxed α formation. The reasons for this unique behavior thus remain unclear at the 

moment and will form part of the future work. 

Based on the above discussions it might also be worthwhile classifying these ORs in two 

broad categories based on the OR between TiB and β which are the high temperature phases and 

the first two phases to form. Each case can be divided into subsets as discussed below. 

1. TiB and β have a mutual OR: 

Case 1: All three phases have the same set of planes and directions parallel to each other. 

For example (001)TiB//(0001)α//(110)β and [010]TiB//[112�0]α//[11�1]β. Burgers OR between α and 

β is retained. 

Case 2: All three phases maintain mutual ORs and have a common set of directions. 

However, the parallel planes differ pairwise. As an example the common set of directions in such 

a case is [010]TiB//[112�0]α//[11�1]β. The parallel planes used to describe OR between TiB and α 

are (001)TiB//{011�1}α, between TiB and β are  (001)TiB//(011)β, and between α and β are 

(0001)α//(110)β. The Burgers OR between α and β is preserved. 

Case 3: All three phases maintain mutual ORs but neither planes nor directions are 

common to all three. Thus the ORs between the three phases have to be described pairwise. The 
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following example represents this concept. The TiB/α OR is expressed as (101)TiB//{101�0}a 

and [010]TiB//[12�10]a. The OR between TiB and β is expressed as (101)TiB//(001)β and 

[010]TiB//[010]β, and finally the α/β OR is expressed as (0001)α//(110)β and [112�0]α//[11�1]β. It 

can be seen that none of the three phases share a plane or a direction that is common to them all. 

α and β retain the Burgers OR. 

2. TiB and β do not have a mutual OR 

Case 1: TiB and α maintain an OR and α/β Burgers OR is also preserved. However, in 

this case it shares one of the three <112�0>s with TiB and the other with β. This is similar to 

Case3 discussed in the above section with the exception that there is no TiB/β OR. The Burgers 

OR is maintained between α and β. 

Case 2: α maintains OR only with TiB and loses Burgers OR with the β matrix in which 

it grows. 

In the light of above discussion it can be concluded that the most convenient way to 

classify the mutual ORs between the phases is by virtue of presence or absence of TiB-β OR in 

conjunction with how the basal plane and [112�0] directions of α are shared between TiB and β 

phases. 

Another interesting influence of TiB on a precipitation in titanium alloys is the case when 

TiB is located at β grain boundaries. In such a case TiB maintains an OR with only one of the β 

grains but can nucleate α in either β grain. This is possible because of the cases discussed above. 

However, in such a case both the α phases share a common [112�0] that is parallel to [010]TiB 

however they can have separate planes matching up with TiB. An example is presented in Figure 

7.14. 
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Table 8.1 ORs between TiB/β and TiB/α pairs that were observed in the current work. 

 TiB/β OR TiB/α OR 
OR1 (001)TiB//{011}β 

[010]TiB//<111>β 
(001)TiB//(0001)α

[3] 

[010]TiB//<112�0>α 
OR2 (001)TiB//[001]β

[2] 

[010]TiB//[010]β 
(101)TiB//(0001)α 
[010]TiB//<112�0>α 

OR3 (001)TiB//{112}β 
[010]TiB//<111>β 

(001)TiB//{101�1}α
[3] 

[010]TiB//<112�0>α 
OR4 (100)TiB//(011)β 

[010]TiB//[111]β 
(101)TiB//{101�0}α

[3] 

[010]TiB//<112�0>α 
OR5 (101)TiB//(001)β 

[010]TiB//[010]β 
(101)TiB//{101�1}α 
[010]TiB//<112�0>α 

OR6 (001)TiB//(101)β 
[010]TiB//[010]β 

(001)TiB//{101�0}α 
[010]TiB//<112�0>α 

 

Table 8.2 α and β lattice parameters for different B containing alloys. 

Alloy aβ (Å) aα (Å) cα (Å) (c/a)α 

Ti-10V-0.5B 3.210 2.924 4.802 1.642 
Ti-5Al-10V-0.5B 3.234 2.953 4.705 1.593 
Ti-6Al-4V-0.5B 3.211 2.921 4.704 1.610 
Ti5553-0.5B 3.207 2.926 4.658 1.591 
Ti-5Al-10Mo 3.236 2.931 4.686 1.598 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The focus of the present study was directed towards understanding the growth 

mechanism of TiB and its subsequent impact on α precipitation in titanium alloys. The first part 

concludes the observations based on the insights from density functional theory calculations and 

the second part concludes the effects of TiB on morphology and crystallography of α 

precipitation in Ti alloys. 

 

9.1 Growth of TiB: Insights from Density Functional Theory Calculations 

1. A new interstitial assisted diffusion mechanism for B diffusion has been put forward 

to explain the anisotropic growth of TiB with [010] direction being the predominant growth 

direction in contrast with the vacancy assisted diffusion mechanism hypothesized in literature. 

The activation barrier of 260kJ/mol predicted by the interstitial-assisted B diffusion through TiB 

compares well with the experimentally reported value of 197kJ/mol [1].  

2. The calculations on the energetics of TiB/α interfaces revealed that interfacial energy 

of the (100) interface of TiB with α-Ti is 160mJ/m2 as compared to the 478mJ/m2 for the (101) 

interface. This disparity in the interfacial energies explain the experimentally observed longer 

(100) facet as compared the (101) and (101�) facets. 

3. Although it is known from experimental observations that TiB shows a high density 

of stacking faults that on long term annealing develop into anneal twins, the energetics of 

stacking fault formation was not known. The current work discusses for the first time, the 

energetics of stacking fault formation to explain their high density. The stacking fault energy was 

calculated to be 15mJ/m2 and such a low value is responsible for their abundance in TiB. 
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4. De. Graef et al. had reported for the first time the presence of a metastable Bf boride 

in conjunction with B27 TiB in 1992 [2]. Since then many researchers have reported the 

coexistence of these structures and that Bf structure is observed as two monolayers sandwiched 

between B27 TiB. The dissertation presents for the first time the energetics of the B27-Bf 

interfaces to explain their symbiosis. The interfacial energy for B27-Bf interface obtained by a 

simple shear along 0.5c was calculated to be 36mJ.m2. Such a low interfacial energy results from 

the correlation between Ti-B pair energies in B27 and Bf symmetries. The pair energies are 

comparable at -16.239eV for B27 structure and -16.237eV for Bf structure. Such a low interfacial 

energy that is roughly 2.38 times the stacking fault formation energy also explains the 

coexistence of these defects with growth faults. 

 

9.2 Influence of Alloying Elements on the Resulting Effects of B Addition on α Morphology and 
Crystallography in Ti Alloys 

 
1. The current work presents in a comprehensive manner that B addition in titanium 

alloys can influence α phase morphology and distribution in two broad ways depending on alloy 

chemistry. In Ti-Al-Mo containing alloys like Ti-5Al-10Mo and Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-0.5Fe, 

trace B additions result in morphological changes in α morphology localized to vicinity of TiB. 

The TiB associated α can develop as a lath or equiaxed α depending on crystallographic 

considerations. On the other hand, Ti-V and Ti-V-Al systems exhibit a more global change in 

microstructure on addition of B. The α phase in these alloys largely exhibits lath morphology but 

these α laths show a reduced aspect ratio irrespective of their vicinity or lack of it from TiB. This 

reduction of aspect ratio, however, arises possibly because of an interaction between limited B 

available in the matrix and the alloying additions. The exact mechanism however, remains 

unclear. 
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2. The serial sectioning efforts unanimously point towards a common theme that α 

phase nucleates from TiB and tries to engulf it in order to minimize the possibly high energy 

TiB/β interface. The same phenomenon may be responsible for nucleation of multiple α variants 

from a single TiB precipitate. However 3D reconstructions show the formation of equiaxed α as 

well as plate like α in Ti5553-0.5B alloy. On the other hand, in Ti-10V-0.5B and Ti-5Al-10V-

0.5B alloy, α exhibits a plate like morphology. However, α may start appearing more globular 

like if its growth is hindered by impingement from TiB as shown in the case of Ti-10V-0.5B 

alloy. This hypothesis is based on the fact that α in Ti-10V-0.5B alloy almost always exhibits 

Burgers OR. Also, the globularization of α resulting from impingement from TiB may also 

explain the observation of equiaxed appearing α in 2D section of backscatter electron 

micrographs as reported by Hill et al. in high volume fraction TiB containing Ti-6Al-4V [3]. 

3. The role of TiB in influencing the crystallography of α precipitation is quite complex 

and has a dependence on the alloy chemistry. Many different orientation relationships are 

possible between TiB and β, and TiB and α phases. Depending on the presence or absence of 

TiB-β OR, such complex interactions may influence subsequent α/β OR. In a broader scheme 

though, the presence of TiB/β OR almost always guarantees the presence of α/β Burgers OR for 

TiB nucleated α. On the other hand, the absence of TiB/β OR may either result in loss of 

Burgers OR between α and β or the two phases can still maintain Burgers OR. This behavior 

shows some dependence on the alloying additions as has been brought out for the first time in 

this dissertation. Ti-Al-Mo systems show a bias in losing Burgers OR when TiB/β OR is lost 

whereas Ti-V, and Ti-V-Al systems have a weaker dependence on TiB/β OR to maintain the 

Burgers OR for TiB nucleated α. The reasons for such dependence are not clearly understood 
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and form the part of future work. Thus, the influence of TiB on influencing the subsequent α/β 

Burgers OR for TiB nucleated α in titanium alloys can be graphically summarized as shown in 

Figure 9.1. 

 

Figure 9.1 Summary of influence of TiB on influencing the Burgers orientation relationship 
between α and β. 

 
9.3 Future Work 

1. The migration barrier for interstitial-assisted diffusion of B in [100] and [001] 

directions could not be evaluated because of B getting deviated from its trajectory defined by 

liner interpolation between initial and final positions. This may be due to the fact that the B atom 

has to pass through a B-B charge field. However, the hypothesis can be confirmed by carrying 

out charge density calculations that to determine the charge density cloud that the B atom has to 

encounter during its migration. 
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2.  Although the interfacial energy for the B27/Bf interfaces has been calculated, it 

would be insightful to determine the barrier for the shear that results in the formation of these 

interfaces. The knowledge of the barrier to this transformation might provide insights towards 

the rate kinetics of the interface formation. 

3. Orientation microscopy coupled with serial sectioning i.e. 3D EBSD can help directly 

relate the crystallography of TiB, α, and β phases with the morphology of α phase. 

4. Fatigue tests on the base and boron containing alloys to understand the possible role 

of reduction in aspect ratio of α on crack initiation and propagation as compared to the base 

alloy. 

5. Understanding the rate kinetics of thickening of α laths for base and B containing 

alloys for alloys that exhibit a more global change in microstructure like Ti-6Al-4V. 

6. Precision electron diffraction to understand the presence of interfacial strains and 

their role on influencing α phase morphology. 
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